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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents the principle of operation, design and dynamic performance 
of an oscillatory tubular linear machine system with permanent magnet excitation. 
Based on the brushless dc machine principle, the system is driven by a power 
integrated circuit designed especially for rotary machines and achieves oscillatory 
motion with minimum additional hardware.
A novel skew scheme applied to the excitation permanentic magnet poles is used 
to eliminate the unwanted tooth-cogging forces. This skew also minimizes the other 
unwanted cogging force due to the finite length of the armature and has a smoothing 
effect on the electromagnetic force.
Finite element methods are used to find both the standstill forces and the 
machine parameters as the first part of a Computer Aided Design (CAD) process. 
These parameters are used in the system equations which describe the system both 
electrically and mechanically. The system equations are solved numerically as the 
second part of the CAD process and the results are compared with experimental data 
obtained from a practical model. The good agreement between the two sets of results 
shows that a complete modelling of these machines can be achieved using computer 
aided analysis techniques.
A design optimization procedure based on analytical formulae is also given. 
This can be used to estimate the size of the machine required for a proposed duty prior 
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Where a symbol has been used to represent more than one quantity it is listed 
the order of most frequent usage.
A .  Total cross-sectional area of the armature back-ironarm
ACu Net copper area of an armature slot
AWo(.m/ Net area of an armature slot
Aw Cross-Sectional area of the armature winding wire
A, Radial cross-sectional area of an armature tooth (circumferential)
a Excitation acceleration
an Cosine coefficients of the phase flux linkage
B Flux density
Bc Saturation flux density of the armature core
Bf Air-Gap flux density
Bm Permanent magnet working-point flux density
Bh Normal component of flux density
Br Remanence of the permanent magnets
Bt Saturation flux density of the armature tooth




dj Excitation core diameter
Armature outer diameter
E Line to line (loop) emf of the circuit models
Ej, E2 Loop emfs of the direction transients, two-loop circuit model
E" , E .  On and off-loop emfs of the one-way operation, two-loop circuit
model
[£] Loop emf column vector of the two-loop circuit models
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^ ab  * &bc > &ca
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Machine phase to neutral back emfs 
Machine line to line emfs
Phase emfs of the one-way operation, one-loop circuit model





Standstill electromagnetic force per armature pole




Excitation position (Hall) signals




Magnitude limit for the dc link current 
Phase current magnitude limit 
Total slot current
Loop currents of the direction transients, two-loop circuit model 
Machine phase currents
On and off-loop currents of the one-way operation two-loop circuit 
model
Column vector of phase currents 
Slot current density 
Self inductance
Average effective phase self inductance 
Machine phase self inductances
Effective phase inductance of the decoupled machine model 
Inductance matrix of the decoupled machine model 
Length
Permanent magnet length 
Mutual inductance
Average effective phase to phase mutual inductance
Machine phase to phase mutual inductances
Mass of the moving parts
Number of turns in an armature coil
Number of armature slots in a pole
Harmonic order of phase flux linkages and emfs
Number of flux linkage and emf harmonics
Number of armature pole-pairs
Resistance
Average effective machine phase resistance 
Machine phase to neutral resistances
Resistance of the wire which connects the supply battery to the 
driver
Machine phase resistance per pole-pair 
Sense resistor used for current magnitude control 
Phase resistance matrix 
Radius
Inverter switching intervals 
Period of an excitation oscillation 
Inverter transistors 
Inverter transistor switching signals 
Time
Thickness of the armature slot wall insulation 





Machine phase to neutral voltages 
Machine line to line voltages 
Supply battery voltage
Maximum required dc input voltage per phase 
Phase voltage drop due to phase resistances 
Column vector of phase to neutral voltages 
Excitation velocity 
Machine volume per pole 
Magnetic stored energy in a field 
Permanent magnet width 
Slot width
Excitation displacement 
Tooth width to slot pitch ratio 




Phase shift in the flux linkage waveform 
Flux linkage
Machine phase flux linkages due to permanent magnet fields
Armature coil flux linkage
Column vector of phase flux linkages
Permeability of free space
Resistivity of copper
Flux
Flux linking an armature coil-tum
<j>{ Armature tooth flux
Subscripts
ay b, c Armature phases
(a) Armature
j, k, n Coils
n Harmonic order
(ch) Variable subject to chopping action
Superscripts
inc Incremental
' Variable value at the beginning of a time-step





1.1 Linear Machine Topologies
As well as being employed to produce torque in rotary machines, 
electromagnetic forces may be employed to produce linear motion resulting in linear 
machines. Linear machines have been in existence since the turn of the century. 
These machines have, however, found favour only after the 1960s.
A linear machine, when motion in a straight line is required, eliminates gears 
and rotary to linear converters. It therefore makes a quieter, cheaper and more 
reliable alternative to its rotary counterpart. Linear machines also offer possibilities 
for new design ideas such as magnetic levitation used in ground transportation 
applications [1.1]. In many applications, in contrast to rotary machines, linear 
machines are special purpose devices and it is this feature that broadens their range of 
uses.
Topologically, linear machines can be divided into two classes: flat machines 
and tubular machines [please see Fig. 1.1(a) and (b)]. These machines can be 
obtained from a rotary machine by a transformation process as will be described in 
Chapter 2.
A further topological division of linear machines can be made which applies to 
both flat and tubular machines. Once the moving member is displaced, a part of each 
member is no longer covered by the other, shortening the active part of the machine. 
However, since there is no reason why both members should be the same length, one 
member may be shorter than the other, leading to two main classes of linear machines,
Sec. 1.1
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Figure 1.1 Topology of Linear Machines
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namely short primary and short secondary, as drawn in Figs. 1.1(c) and (d). Unlike 
rotary machines, the short member now has a “ beginning” and an “end” with 
respect to the longer one producing the phenomena known as “ end-effects” .
1.2 A New Machine
It is possible to make a linear version of any rotating electrical machine. To date 
linear machines which use the induction principle have been the most popular. They 
have been constructed in all the above topologies. Their popularity is due to two main 
factors:
• the moving secondary is supplied with current without an electrical or physical 
contact
• a variable frequency supply is unnecessary if the system efficiency is 
unimportant
However linear synchronous and linear dc machines are beginning to be of 
interest despite the more complex supply conditioning required. They operate on a 
similar principle to rotary versions and have so far been mainly considered as an 
alternative to the linear induction machine in propulsion applications for high-speed 
ground transportation [1.1]. As shown in Fig. 1.2(a), the machine has a polyphase 
armature winding which produces the moving field and a dc excitation on the moving 
secondary. The excitation may also be supplied by superconducting magnets or 
permanent magnets installed on the moving vehicle. In order to produce time-average 
force, the moving field from the armature must stay in exact synchronism with the 











Figure 1.2 (a) Linear Synchronous Machine
(b) Linear DC Machine
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The new uses for linear synchronous machines which are beginning to emerge 
are “ long stroke actuator” applications. Their viability as a product has been 
enhanced by the advent of single chip inverters which can be used for their supply.
This thesis presents one new version of these machines in tubular form, which is 
electronically commutated using a three-phase brushless dc driver designed for rotary 
machines and achieves oscillatory operation with minimum additional hardware. This 
machine can be thought of as an alternative to the induction machine where easy 
control of position, velocity and stroke-rate at low supply voltage is necessary.
Chapter 2 shows the development of the prototype machine configuration. A 
novel skew scheme applied on the excitation magnet poles is used to eliminate the 
magnetic forces between the slotted armature and the excitation. This technique 
proves extremely useful in totally eliminating the tooth cogging forces and reducing 
the other unwanted cogging force, end-effect force.
Chapter 3 presents the standstill force and parameter determination of the 
machine using finite element (FE) techniques to be used in the system simulation. 
The 2D FE used was found to be adequate for the conditions investigated and 
particularly suitable in the analysis of the effect of step-skew. A progressive skew, 
however, may require a 3D field solution.
The operation of the oscillatory drive system is given in Chapter 4. Ferrite type 
magnet material used for the prototype machine provides an economic means of 
obtaining the permanent magnet excitation. For an improved machine, however, it is 
desirable to use a better magnet material.
The parameters gained from Chapter 3 are used in Chapter 5, in the system 
electrical equations which describe both the machine and the inverter supply. The 
system equations are simplified by a decoupling procedure which leads to a decoupled
- 5 -
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abc machine model based on phase variables. These equations are solved by a step by 
step numerical method to find the dynamic performance of the drive system in an 
oscillatory mode. The work is verified by experimental results obtained from the 
practical system.
Chapter 6 presents a first order optimization process for the design of the 
machine.
Finally, Chapter 7 gives the conclusions drawn from the work and suggestions 




THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF 
THE TUBULAR PERMANENT MAGNET MACHINE
2.1 Introduction
Most of the tubular machines which have been constructed to date have used the 
induction principle. However, because of the increase in magnetising current with 
size, the performance of small induction machines is limited. This is because the 
magnetising current which gives the excitation is inversely proportional to 
(pole-pitch)2 and hence the force producing rotor current becomes a smaller fraction 
of the input current as the size of an induction machine is reduced. The limitation can 
be overcome by using machines with permanent magnet excitation. These must be 
electronically commutated in the brushless form.
Permanent magnets are used in an increasing range of electromechanical 
applications. This is mainly because of the rapidly improving magnetic 
characteristics of new permanent magnet materials and their increased availability and 
cost-effectiveness. They are used in a variety of magnetic configurations. Most of 
these configurations have been of the rotary type in the form of synchronous and 
brushless dc machines and are supplied by power electronic converters. These 
machines offer several advantages over their conventional counterparts, such as no 
need for brushes and a commutator, no excitation power losses and greater overall 
simplicity. These advantages lead to high efficiency machines.
Relatively few applications involving linear machines with permanent magnet 
excitation have appeared in the literature. The majority of these designs fall into two 
categories: synchronous and pulse machines. Most of the synchronous machine work 
is devoted to ground transportation applications where the flat type is of interest
-7 -
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[2.1-2.7]. These machines have permanent magnets in place of coils as excitation and 
apply either self-synchronism with self-starting capabilities or use variable frequency 
supplies. The pulse type of machines, on the other hand, have one or more coils 
which are switched on alternately and are power electronically operated [2.8-2.12], 
These machines are being considered for actuator, artificial heart pump drives and 
automatic transfer system applications. The brushless dc form has also been applied 
[2.13].
Three tubular machines with permanent magnets are known. Two of these act as 
electromechanical solenoids [2.14-2.15], The third is in the form of a brushless dc 
machine and was described recently [2.16-2.17]. This has a different magnetic circuit 
arrangement to the one used for the practical model described in this thesis and the 
work is concerned only with measurements.
2.2 Tubular Machine Construction
Tubular machine geometry can be best explained by subjecting rotary machine 
geometry to topological changes, following Laithwaite on induction machines [2.18]. 
The usual form of rotary brushless machine is shown in Figure 2.1. This has a 
permanent magnet rotor and a three phase stationary armature winding. Commonly, 
Hall effect sensors are used to detect rotor position and thus control a 3-phase inverter 
which in turn supplies the armature winding.
If the rotor and the stator of the machine shown in Figure 2.1 is cut along a 
radial line, AB, and unrolled, a flat linear machine is obtained. This is shown in end 
view in Figure 2.2 and in developed form in Figure 2.3. If this flat linear machine is 
now rolled up so that lines AB and CD join, the tubular form emerges as shown in 
Figure 2.4. The magnets become radially magnetised cylindrical shells and the 
armature coils simple circles without end-tums.
- 8 -
Figure 2.1 A Rotary Brushless Permanent Magnet Machine
Figure 2.2 Flat Linear Permanent Magnet Machine
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Figure 2.3 Developed Form of Flat Permanent Magnet Machine
Figure 2.4 Tubular Permanent Magnet Machine
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2.3 Practical Design Considerations
The above transformation, however, is not quite enough to construct a practical 
machine. There are two difficulties that must be overcome. First, a lamination 
system must be devised which will allow for both axial and radial flux paths and 
prevent any circumferential flux in the machine. Secondly, a method for armature 
coil insertion must be conceived. One solution to these two limitations is shown in 
Figure 2.5. Here the machine is transformed into a four blocked structure, each block 
of which is formed from an axially laminated stack transversely shaped into an arc of 
a cylinder. The laminations have open slots so that the armature coils can be 
pre-positioned on a mandrel and the blocks pushed over them.
Although this modification means that the circumferential continuity of the 
actual tubular structure is abandoned, it will be shown later, in terms of magnetic 
modelling, that it does not introduce any appreciable difference in the magnetic 
circuit. The only flux in the armature lies in axial planes and this is unrestricted by 
the geometrical adaptation.
The excitation of the machine is also modified in order to eliminate unwanted 
tooth cogging forces due to the armature teeth and permanent magnet field. As will 
be shown later, the period of this force is one slot-pitch and it can be eliminated by 
either an armature slot skew of one slot-pitch for the whole circumference or by using 
a corresponding skew on the permanent magnet rings of the machine of Figure 2.4.
Magnet skew is the best of these two options so as not to affect the stator coil 
insertion explained above. The excitation permanent magnet poles are step skewed 
by using three 120 0 span magnet segments as shown in Figure 2.5 and in Figure 2.6 
in developed form. This is a good approximation to the ideal progressive skew and 
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Figure 2.6 Developed View of Permanent Magnet Placement
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It will be shown later that one-slot skew not only eliminates the tooth cogging 
forces but also has a harmonic reduction effect for the other two standstill forces that 
exist between the excitation and the armature. These are the electromagnetic force 
and the end-effect force. This latter force being due to the finite length of the 
primary. Skew also has a smoothing effect on the flux linkages of the armature 
phases and thus on the phase back emfs.
2.3.1 The Choice o f  Permanent Magnet Material
The need for better permanent magnets for use in electromechanical devices has 
given rise to developing new materials and improvements in the magnetic 
characteristics of the existing ones. As a result, Samarium-Cobalt and, more recently, 
Neodymium-Iron-Boron alloy materials have been developed. These new materials 
have influenced the design and performance of permanent magnet machines 
substantially, reducing their size and improving their performance. Figure 2.7 
illustrates the historical development of the maximum energy product of commercial 
permanent magnets [2.19]. The impact of both samarium-cobalt and 
neodymium-iron-boron materials has been effected by their high price due to their 
using rare-earth type materials. In addition they both have thermal limitations with 
samarium cobalt being better than neodymium-iron-boron. Figure 2.8 shows the 
characteristics of the most popular magnet materials.
Ferrite material, due to its easy availability, was chosen for the practical model 
built for this project despite the reduced flux density that it provides. Philips made 
strontium ferrite type material was used [2.20]. The demagnetisation curve of this 
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Figure 2.7 Development of the Permanent Magnet Materials
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Figure 2.8 Demagnetisation Curves of the Permanent Magnet Materials
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2.4 A Practical Model
Using the above considerations a short primary prototype machine has been 
constructed in order to have an insight into the end-effects as well as other 
characteristics [Figure 2.9]. It has a two-pole winding on the stationary armature and 
four poles on the moving excitation. The armature winding has one coil per pole and 
phase for simplicity [Figure 2.10]. Ready-made laminations were used to construct 
the armature blocks.
The permanent magnet segments were magnetised after assembly, i.e. after they 
were placed on the excitation. This was done by using a specially built two-pole 
electromagnet [please see Appendix B]. One pair of unlike segments of adjacent 
poles were magnetised at a time. The action was, therefore, repeated six times to 
magnetise all four armature poles. Sufficient mmf was provided to saturate the 
magnets fully.
Table 2.1 gives the specifications of the prototype machine. Figure 2.11 shows 
three views of the complete machine with dimensions. It also shows the Hall effect 
position sensor placements.
2.5 Conclusions
The construction of a prototype design of the tubular permanent magnet machine 
has been described. A skew scheme which can be applied to other permanent magnet 
machines has been given. This is more practical compared to the more familiar slot 














Figure 2.9 Construction of the Practical Tubular Machine
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Number of poles 2
Winding 3-phase, star-connected
Number of coils per pole and phase 1
Number of turns in a coil 150
Wire diameter of the winding 1.25 mm
Air-gap
Length 1.5 mm
Effective length 2.6 mm
Effective flux density 0.22 T
Excitation
Tube material bright-mild steel
Number of poles 4
Travel length 114 mm
Total weight 7.662 kg
Excitation permanent magnet poles
Material Philips Ferroxdure 330
Remanence 0.37 T
Coercivity -240 kA/m
Radial thickness 7.1 mm
Axial length 39.3 mm
Inside diameter 58 mm
-17-
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CALCULATION OF MACHINE 
PARAMETERS AND STANDSTILL FORCES 
BY MEANS OF FINITE ELEMENT METHODS
3.1 Introduction
The brushless tubular motor operates by means of an electromechanical energy 
conversion process which takes place in the electromagnetic fields of the machine. 
The variables that define this process are important in terms of design and 
performance of the machine.
Moreover, as will be shown later the machine can electrically be represented by 
a classical three phase synchronous machine model. In this model the interaction 
between the armature and the excitation is represented by means of phase emfs which 
are induced in the fixed armature winding by the moving permanent magnets of the 
excitation. The other components in this model comprise inductances and resistances. 
The electrical system matrix equation is given below:
[V] = [R] [/] + J t m  [ i ] } + £ w  • v ...(3.1)
where x is the excitation displacement, X phase flux linkages and v the excitation 
velocity. The last term of the equation in effect represents the back emf of the phases.
Finite Element (FE) methods were used to calculate the parameters of the above 
equation using a two dimensional (2D) FE package. This equation was later used in a 




The 2D-FE package used is introduced in the next section.
3.2 The 2D-FE Package
The program is a computer based FE package for solving electromagnetic 
problems which can be described by the two dimensional equations of Laplace or 
Poisson.
It consists of two parts. The first part is the pre- and post-processor which is 
used to define problem geometry and data and to evaluate results. The second part 
consists of analysis programs for solving steady-state, ac and transient problems. The 
package has both cartesian and axisymmetric options. The problem is broken into 
regions each of which is of one type of material. Inside these regions mesh generation 
is automatic.
3.3 Finite Element Models
Three axisymmetrical FE models were used. The first used one pole and was 
employed to calculate parameters in the case of an infinite machine by appropriate 
choice of boundary conditions. The second and the third models had the actual 
geometry of the machine and were used to calculate the effects of the finite length of 
the machine.
In all of the three models the armature of the machine was modelled as a 
complete shell which assumed no leakage flux out of the armature for the armature 
length. The armature material was defined magnetically nonlinear using the 
magnetisation curve given in Appendix C. However, because of the low current 
loadings magnetic saturation was not encountered.
-21 -
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The excitation cannot be modelled strictly by a 2D method because of the skew. 
However in each of the models permanent magnets were first modelled with a ring 
representing the reference magnet and an approximation to the skewed results was 
obtained by adding together suitably phase shifted versions. The BH curve of the 
permanent magnet material was defined nonlinearly using the second and the third 
quadrant of the curve and is given in Appendix A.
The models were created in a special manner in order to easily obtain results at 
different positions of the excitation with respect to the armature over about two pole 
pitches of travel. This made it possible to easily modify the permanent magnet 
regions for new displacement values.
The FE models are outlined in the following sections.
3.3.1 1-Pole FE Model
This model has one pole as shown in Figure 3.1 and uses periodicity boundary 
conditions on the boundaries that are at right angles to the axis of symmetry thus 
assuming an infinitely long machine. It was used to calculate:
• the magnetic tooth cogging forces due to the permanent magnet, fields 
and armature teeth
• the electromagnetic thrust force due to armature currents,
• armature phase flux linkages without end-effects due to the permanent 
magnet fields.
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Figure 3.1 1-Pole Finite Element Model
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3.3.2 Full FE Model
This is the actual model of the machine having two poles on the armature and 
four on the excitation and is given in Figure 3.2. It was used to calculate:
• the end-effect force due to the finite length of the armature,
• armature coil and phase flux linkages due to the permanent magnet fields 
taking into account the end-effects.
5500 elements were used in this model.
3.3.3 Full FE Model Without Permanent Magnets
This model also has the actual 2-pole armature but has no permanent magnets on 
the excitation [Fig. 3.3]. It was used to calculate the armature field for different sets 
of excited coils and hence the armature coil and phase self and mutual inductances. 
Elimination of permanent magnets from the excitation does not affect the armature 
field due to the near unity permeability of the permanent magnet material. However it 
usefully reduces the number of models to calculate each inductance as will be 
explained later. It also reduces the computer run time.
3.4 Standstill Forces
As most applications for actuators involve very low speeds the standstill force 
performance of the system is of most interest. All the forces were calculated using 
Maxwell stresses. The line integral was taken along the mid air-gap for the full length 
of the models [Fig. 3.1]. The calculations were performed nonlinearly in order to take 
into account the armature reaction effects.
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Figure 3.2 Full Finite Element Model
Figure 3.3 Full Finite Element Model Without Permanent Magnets
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The results of an investigation are presented in the following sections. Since 
normal forces are cancelled automatically in tubular machines only axial thrust forces 
were studied [3.1].
3.4,1 Tooth Cogging Forces
An undesired force exists in most electrical machines namely tooth cogging 
force. It is a result of the magnetic attraction between teeth of one member and the 
field (or teeth) of the other. Tooth cogging force exists in permanent magnet 
machines when there is no current in any of the coils of the machine windings. Figure 
3.4 shows a typical mesh used for 1-pole models. Fig. 3.5 illustrates the permanent 
magnet field distribution on no-load of one of the 1-pole models used to calculate the 
tooth cogging force. This corresponds to 10 ° displacement of the reference 
permanent magnet segment. It will be observed that the excitation is forced by the 
permanent magnet field to move to the right (or armature to the left) so that the field 
aligns itself symmetrically with respect to the armature teeth [please see Appendix D 
for displacement values].
The FE results for the three displaced permanent magnet segments are shown in 
Figure 3.6 along with the experimental results. It can be observed that the space 
period of the force from the reference segment is 60 0 or one slot pitch. Hence adding 
in the forces due to the other two segments, +20 ° and -20 °, a virtual one slot skew, 
gives a practically zero resultant. This predicted lack of cogging force is confirmed 
by the practical model and is also plotted on the graph.
It will be shown later that one slot skew also eliminates the harmonics of the coil 
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Figure 3.6 FE Calculated Tooth-Cogging Forces due to Three Permanent Magnet 




3.4.2 End Effect Force
Using full FE model the magnetic force was calculated at zero armature currents 
as shown in Figure 3.7. This force is due to the finite length of the armature and 
includes the tooth cogging force i.e. the end-effect force which would exist in the case 
of no skew. When, however, one-slot skew (20 ° shift between permanent magnet 
segments) is applied to this force the solid curve of Figure 3.8 is obtained which 
represents the end-effect force only. A comparison of Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 will reveal the 
reduction effect of the skew on this undesired force. The magnetic force which was 
measured with zero armature current is also shown on Fig. 3.8. The correlation is 
good between the calculated and measured results confirming that this force can be 
predicted using the full FE model. The space period of the force is about 180 ° or one 
pole-pitch. It will be shown later in this chapter that the end-effect force can be 
reduced further by applying the right amount of skew while retaining the zero 
resultant tooth-cogging force.
This calculated end-effect force will be used as a forcing function in the system 
dynamic equations later in Chapter 5.
Zero displacement is defined as the position when the excitation and the 
armature symmetry lines coincide. Increasing displacement is taken to be as the 
excitation moves in right hand direction [please see Appendix D].
3.4.3 Electromagnetic Thrust Force
The electromagnetic thrust force was calculated at an instant in time of the 
supply cycle. As will be explained later (Chapter 4) two phases of the three-phase 
star connected armature winding are on at a time. The currents of these two phases 
are of equal magnitude and of opposite sign. Using the 1-pole model for an instant
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Figure 3.7 FE Calculated End-Effect Force with No Skew
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Figure 3.8 End-Effect Force with One-Slot Skew
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(/,=/, iy=-I, i= 0 ) at a number of current magnitudes and for different displacements, 
space profiles of force were calculated [please see Appendix D for positive force and 
displacement and the instant taken for currents]. Figure 3.9 shows one of them for 1 
A phase currents. These force profiles include the tooth cogging force which is 
explained in Section 3.4.1 and would exist in a machine with no skew. The force at 
three fixed excitation positions is also shown plotted against armature current 
magnitude in Figure 3.10.
The electromagnetic thrust force for the skewed case can be calculated by 
adding together forces from three displaced permanent magnet segments. The 
calculated resultant electromagnetic force with a half-slot skew (10 ° shift between 
permanent magnet segments) is given in Figure 3.11. Resultant force for a one-slot 
skew (20° between segments) is shown by a solid line in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. 
Inspection of Figures 3.9, 3.11 and 3.12 shows the harmonic elimination effect 
produced by skewing.
Measured values at the same instant of time are also shown on the same figures. 
These values have been corrected for end-effect force by subtracting it from the total 
measured value.
Figure 3.12 reveals that maximum electromagnetic force exists at 90°  
displacement which corresponds to 90 ° phase shift between excitation and armature 
mmfs. This quantity is known as the torque angle , 8 , in rotary machine terminology 
and may be named the force angle for linear machines. The average machine thrust 
force can therefore be maximised by keeping the force angle around 90 °. This will 
be dealt with in Chapter 4.
The measured and calculated electromagnetic forces are in close agreement. 
This confirms that magnetic and electromagnetic forces can be calculated using 
1-pole and full FE models taking these forces separately.
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Figure 3.9 FE Calculated Electromagnetic Force at 1 A Phase Currents with No 
Skew
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Figure 3.10 FE Calculated Electromagnetic Force at Fixed Excitation Positions with
No Skew
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Figure 3.13 Electromagnetic Force at Fixed Excitation Positions with One-Slot Skew
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3.4.4 The Effect o f  Magnet Skewing on Standstill Forces
It was shown earlier that magnet skewing can successfully eliminate the 
tooth-cogging forces given that the right amount of skew is applied. One-slot skew 
(1/3 slot-pitch i.e. 20 ° shift between permanent magnet segments) applied on the 
prototype machine eliminated this force completely.
Magnet skewing may also be used to minimise the other unwanted magnetic 
force, end-effect force, while keeping the tooth-cogging force zero. It may be 
observed from Fig. 3.6 that zero resultant tooth cogging can also be achieved with 
two-slot skew (2/3 slot-pitch i.e. 40 ° shift), four-slot skew (4/3 slot-pitch i.e. 80 ° 
shift) etc. 2D calculated resultant end-effect forces are given in Fig. 3.14 with no, 
one-slot, two-slot and four-slot skew cases for the positive excitation displacement. It 
may be seen that up to two-slot skew the maximum value of the force is reduced by 
about 10 N as the skew amount is increased. However, for four-slot skew there is no 
improvement and the waveform is distorted. Therefore two-slot skew gives the 
minimum resultant end-effect force while eliminating the tooth-cogging force.
As skewing has an impact on the wanted electromagnetic force as well as the 
above end-effect force it has also to be considered in order that a constructive 
conclusion can be drawn. It was shown in Figs. 3.9, 3.11 and 3.12 that skewing has a 
smoothing effect on the electromagnetic force as well as the other forces. With 
one-slot skew the electromagnetic force profile is nearly a sine-wave. Fig. 3.15 gives 
the calculated electromagnetic force for no-skew and when the amount of skew is one, 
two and four slots. It will be observed that in the one-slot and two-slot cases the force 
profiles are good but that the maximum force is reduced by about 20 % in the two-slot 
skew case. This is of course because of the lower forces contributed from the + and - 
shifted permanent magnet segments. The electromagnetic force is further reduced and 
distorted with four-slot skew.
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Figure 3.14 Calculated End-Effect Force for Different Skew Cases
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Figure 3.15 Calculated Electromagnetic Force at 1 A Phase Currents for Different
Skew Cases
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These calculations, however, are based on 2D results and there are limitations to 
the amount of skew that can safely be applied. This can be explained with Fig. 3.16 
which illustrates the developed view of permanent magnet placement for (a) one-slot 
and (b) for two-slot skew. In the latter case two segments of opposite polarity are 
adjacent and establish overlapping poles. This may give rise to an appreciable 
increase in the amount of interpolar leakage flux which can only be analysed by 3D 
finite elements. The 2D method therefore may not be reliable when the skew is 
greater than one slot-pitch. Pending further work using 3D finite elements even 
though there are indications that a two-slot skew would be better one-slot skew must 
be recommended at the present time.
3.5 Calculation of the Armature Phase Flux Linkages on No-load 
for Back Emf Calculations
When the permanent magnet tubular machine operates emfs are induced in the 
armature phases as a result of the movement of the excitation permanent magnets with 
respect to the fixed armature. These emfs interact with the DC supply voltage to 
determine the phase currents and hence the electromagnetic forces and machine 
performance. It is therefore necessary to calculate these emfs for the simulation of the 
system. This is done by calculating the phase flux linkages for the excitation stroke 
length at different excitation positions with respect to the armature. Once the spacial 
distribution of phase flux linkages is known the phase emfs can be calculated using
dX dx
e = T ' T  ...(3.2)dx dt
where X is the phase flux linkage and x the excitation displacement.
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In order to calculate the phase flux linkages the flux linking the separate 
armature coils was first calculated. The surface integral that needs to be computed 
reduces to a line integral because of the 2D representation. This line integral was 
taken along the slot centre line in the radial direction in the armature back iron region 
as shown in Fig. 3.1 using
<}> = J 2jcrB.dl ...(3.3)
to give the quantity of normal flux linking the coil in the respective slot. This flux 
does not include the leakage flux that partially encircles the coil. The amount of this 
leakage flux however is about 1 % of the useful flux and is therefore negligible. Coil 
flux linkages were then calculated by
h„,=NA
where Nc is the number of turns in a coil. Phase flux linkages were consequently 
calculated using coil linkages and armature winding connection.
Figure 3.17 gives the coil numbering used in the calculations and the phase 
connection arrangement of the winding. It also shows the positive displacement and 
flux linkage conventions used in both 1-pole and full FE models. Positive flux 
linkage direction is taken such that a positively increasing flux linkage, when the 
excitation moves in the positive direction, induces an emf in the coil such that the IN 
terminal of the coil is at positive potential with respect to the OUT terminal. This 
convention is used both for the experimental model and in the dynamic analysis 
program (Chapter 5).
Coil and phase flux linkages were calculated both for an infinitely long machine 
and for the actual machine. The results are presented in the following sections.
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3,5.1 Flux Linkages o f  Armature Coils Without End-effects
Armature coil and phase flux linkages were first calculated using the 1-pole 
model for an infinitely long machine. Figure 3.18 shows the field distribution in one 
of the models used in the calculations. This corresponds to -120 °, -60 °, 0 °, +60 ° 
etc. excitation positions with the appropriate permanent magnet pole sign due to 
symmetry and the infinite length of the model. The normal component of the 
mid-air-gap flux density with the excitation at standstill is plotted on Fig. 3.19. 
Calculated flux linkages of the coils at different excitation positions with no skew are 
given in Figure 3.20. It will be observed that there is 60 ° (one slot-pitch) space shift 
between consecutive coils’ linkages as expected. There is also symmetry about the y 
axis between the linkages of Cl and C6, C2 and C5, and C3 and C4 as there is in their 
placements.
Results with skew can be obtained by adding together the linkages from three 
displaced permanent magnet segments. This is shown in Figure 3.21 which compares 
one-slot skew with no skew for C2. Comparing the two waveforms will reveal that 
the skewed flux linkage profile is smoother than in the unskewed case. This can also 
be seen from Table 3.1 which gives the harmonic content of both profiles as a 
percentage of their respective fundamental component. Sinusoidal phase flux linkage 
and emf would be best for a machine with sinusoidal applied currents. For a 
square-wave current/voltage system however, such as the one at hand, it is better to 
have a trapezoidal phase emf profile in order to obtain constant torque or force.
The phase flux linkages were calculated using individual coil linkages as will be 
shown later in this chapter. It will also be shown in Section 3.5.5 that the phase emf 
profiles produced by the skewed flux linkages have a trapezoidal waveform.
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Figure 3.18 Excitation Field Distribution of a 1-Pole Model
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Figure 3.20 Calculated Coil Flux Linkages for an Infinitely Long Machine with No 
Skew
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Figure 3.21 Calculated Flux Linkage of Coil2 for an Infinitely Long Machine
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Table 3.1
Harmonic Content of Coil Flux Linkage For an Infinitely 
Long Machine as a Percentage of the Fundamental Component





3.5.2 Flux Linkages o f Armature Coils with End-Effects
It was assumed in the previous section that both the armature and the excitation 
of the machine were infinitely long. However, whilst this gives an approximation to 
the actual machine the effects of having one member shorter (armature) and having 
the other moving (excitation) are important and require investigation.
The full FE model was used for this purpose. The field distribution of one of the 
models corresponding to 0 °  displacement is shown in Figure 3.22. Comparison 
between this and Figure 3.18 of the previous section will reveal the effect of having a 
finite length machine: in the full model solution the first coil on the left, Cl, has less 
linkage compared with the 1-pole model solution of Figure 3.18, C2 a small quantity 
instead of zero, and C3 more than previously. Fig. 3.23 illustrates the air-gap 
distribution of the normal component of the flux density, with the excitation at 
standstill, calculated along the mid-air-gap. A comparison of this profile with that of 
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Figure 3.23 Calculated Radial Component of the Mid-Gap Flux Density on No Load 
in the Actual Machine with Excitation at Standstill
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The flux linkages of all six coils were calculated and are given in Figure 3.24. 
As before the linkages of coils C4, C5 and C6 correspond to those of coils C3, C2 and 
Cl respectively. It can also be observed from Fig. 3.24 that C3 linkage is higher than 
that of C2 which in turn is higher than that of Cl i.e. the nearer a coil is to the centre 
of the armature the more linkage it has. This is what would be expected from this 
kind of magnetic structure.
Flux linkages due to the skewed excitation can be calculated in the same fashion 
as in the previous calculations: flax linkages from three shifted segments are added 
together. The resultant coil flux linkages with end-effects for one slot skew are given 
in Figure 3.25. When these skewed flux linkages are compared with those of Figure 
3.24 it will again be seen that they are smoother than in the unskewed case. It can 
also be seen that there is no half wave symmetry in any linkage waveform unlike the 
case without end-effects.
Another useful comparison can be made between skewed linkages with and 
without end-effects by taking C2 flux linkage of Figure 3.25 contrasted with Figure 
3.21 of the previous section. This clearly shows the effect of finite machine length on 
coil linkages. However when phase flux linkages are calculated this effect and the 
lack of half wave symmetry in coil linkage waveforms are greatly reduced as will be 
shown in the next section.
3.5.3 Armature Phase Flux Linkages
Phase emfs can be calculated directly using phase flux linkages. Phase flux 
linkages can in turn be calculated using the armature winding configuration and coil 
flux linkages. This method is flexible and can be used to calculate phase flux linkages 
and thus emfs for any armature winding however complex it may be.
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Figure 3.24 Calculated Coil Flux Linkages of the Actual Machine with No Skew
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For the simple winding used, shown in Figure 3.17, phase flux linkages can be 
expressed in terms of coil linkages as below:
equations the phase flux linkages both with and without end-effects were calculated 
and are given in Figure 3.26. It can be observed that end-effects cause a space shift of 
about 10 ° for most of the period of the excitation travel length and distort the 
amplitude beyond about ±80 ° displacement where end-effects become more 
pronounced.
3.5.4 Calculation o f No-Load Phase Emfs
Phase emfs are functions of two variables as expressed by Eqn. 3.2: phase flux 
linkage and the speed at which the flux linkage changes i.e. the excitation speed. The 
amount of phase flux linkage due to permanent magnet fields is constant at each 
excitation position with respect to the armature and has a sinusoidal space profile as 
shown in the previous sections. The reason for this is that armature phases see 
alternate permanent magnet poles. The space rate of change of phase flux linkages is 
also fixed at each excitation position. Phase emfs can therefore be calculated by 
multiplying the space rate of change of phase flux linkages by the excitation speed.
This is done by representing the space profile of the phase linkages in terms of a 
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Figure 3.26 Calculated Flux Linkages of the Armature Phases with One-Slot Skew
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where n is the harmonic order
nk is the maximum order of harmonics
tp is the pole pitch [m]
x  is the axial excitation displacement [m]
0 is the phase shift [rad]
Phase emfs can then be calculated using Eqn. 3.2.
This method was used both in the dynamic simulation program and in emf 
coefficient calculations which will be detailed in the next section.
3.5.5 Verification o f  Flux Linkage and Em f Calculations
The results given in the previous sections were calculated using FE techniques. 
However, because of the difficulties involved in using search coils in devices with 
moving permanent magnet parts no flux linkage measurements were made. Instead 
two tests were performed to verify the calculations. The first compares calculated and 
measured air-gap flux densities as the excitation moves. The second uses calculated 
and measured phase emf coefficients.
Tooth-tip flux densities along the mid-air-gap for different excitation positions 
were calculated for the reference permanent magnet segment using the 1-pole model 
solutions used in flux linkage calculations. The calculated radial component of the 
tooth-tip flux density for the middle armature teeth is given by the solid curve in 
Figure 3.27. Measured flux densities are also given in the figure. Measurements 
were made by Hall effect sensors placed at the tooth-tips. They were calibrated for 
the ambient temperature conditions using electromagnets and a Hall-effect meter 
before installation in the armature. It can be seen that the measured excitation flux
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Figure 3.27 Radial Component of the Mid-Air-Gap Flux Density From the Reference 
Segment at the Central Tooth
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from the permanent magnets is in close agreement with the FE calculated flux. This 
confirms that the technique used to magnetise the permanent magnet poles oudined in 
Appendix B is adequate.
It was shown that in order to calculate the phase emfs, the space rate of change 
of flux linkage must be multiplied by the excitation speed which is the speed at which 
the flux linkage changes. However, the space rate of change of the flux linkage can 
be used as an emf coefficient i.e. emf per unit speed to provide a comparison between 
calculations and experiment. This method was considered as an alternative to the 
actual phase emf comparison due to the difficulties in running the experimental 
excitation at a fixed speed.
Theoretical calculations were performed for both with and without end-effects. 
Experimental emf coefficients, on the other hand, were obtained by moving the 
excitation and dividing the recorded emf by the recorded excitation speed throughout 
the excitation stroke length. Emf coefficients can be found at any excitation position 
by this means. The results of this theoretical and experimental investigation are 
presented in Figures 3.28(a), (b) and (c). The generally consistent correlation shows 
that flux linkage and emf calculations that have been performed can be said to be 
reliable.
3.6 Armature Winding Self and Mutual Inductances
A detailed knowledge of the armature self and mutual inductances is important 
in order to complete the parameter determination of the machine.
Two calculation techniques were compared for a system of two coils. It was 
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was chosen for the system inductance calculations. Similarly two measurement 
techniques were compared and after obtaining similar results the simpler one was 
chosen.
The air-gap distance between the excitation and the armature does not change as 
the excitation moves. This, combined with the near unity permeability of the 
permanent magnet material makes the inductances independent of the excitation 
position. This was confirmed both theoretically and experimentally. It was also 
confirmed theoretically that the presence of the permanent magnets does not affect the 
armature field distribution and therefore the armature inductances if saturation is 
neglected. This is a direct result of the permanent magnet material’s near unity 
permeability. As a consequence permanent magnets were eliminated from the FE 
models used in the calculations to reduce the data preparation and CPU times.
The results of the work is presented below.
3.6.1 Calculation o f  Self and Mutual Inductances by Two Methods
Using the 1-pole model, the self and mutual inductances of two adjacent coils 
were calculated using two numerical electromagnetic techniques. The first one is 
based on an energy method and called the energy perturbation method [3.2], The 
second one is also based on the magnetic energy stored in the system fields but uses a 
simpler approach [3.3].
3.6.1.1 Energy Perturbation Method
This is a general technique that can be employed for both apparent and 
incremental inductance calculations taking into account saturation effects. It is based 
on the perturbations of the machine winding currents and calculating the associated
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change of the stored energy in the magnetic fields of an n winding system. This 
method will be briefly outlined here quoting Reference [3.2] for the sake of 
completeness.
The energy perturbation method is based on the total energy stored in the field of 
a magnetic circuit with n coils. Consider the voltage at the terminals of the jth coil, it 
can be written that
dX: dix dX: di2 dXjdi: dX: din
V j = R j i j + ^ ^ + ^ r - r + - - + ^ r - j - + - - - + ^ r - r  ...(3.8)1 J J dii dt di2 dt di; dt din dt
In this equation the partial derivative of the flux linkage, X. with respect to a coil 
current ik, (k-1, 2,.., j,.., n) is the incremental inductance, L™ . Therefore the total 
stored energy, W, associated with the system of n coils can be written as:
h n [  n r lk M  1
w  = I  Wj = Z (L*r . ij)dik\ ...(3.9)
7 = 1 7 =  1 [*  =  1 * '‘*(0) J
Self and mutual inductances of the various n coils can be expressed as the partial 
derivatives of the total stored energy, W, with respect to various coil current 
perturbations, A . These derivatives can, in turn, be expanded around a quiescent 
magnetic field solution that are obtained for a set of coil currents, in terms of various 
current perturbations ± Ai  and ± Aik in the jth and kth coils, and the resultant change in 
the total stored magnetic energy. For the system under investigation where Lj=Lkp 
this process results in for the self and mutual inductances the following:
d2W  o





= [W(ij + Aij,ik + Aik)
~ W (ij -  Aij,ik + Aik)
- W(ij + Aipik-A ik)
+ W(ij -  Aij,ik -  Aik)]/(4 • A/,. • Aik)
Here, the total energy W at the quiescent point is calculated from a magnetic field 
solution whose excitation current set in the n coils is (it, ip..., ik,.., i j .  Also, the 
total energy W(i} ± Ai) is the energy calculated from a magnetic field solution whose 
excitation currents in the n coils are (i,, (ij ± Ai),..., i j  and the total energy W(i. ±
Ai, ik ± AiJ is the energy calculated from a magnetic field solution whose excitation 
currents in the coils are (i,, i2,..., (ij± Ai),..., (ik± Ai),..., i).
The perturbed field solutions can either be obtained using the incremental or 
apparent reluctivities of the various parts of the magnetic circuit, thus yielding the 
incremental or apparent coil self and mutual inductances.
3.6.1.2 Direct Energy Method
This technique utilises the equality of two expressions which are used to 
calculate the magnetic energy stored in a magnetic field. The first equation is the 
expression in terms of field quantities
which can be implemented with FE techniques. The second expression is the stored 




W = ^ L i 22 ...(3.13)
for a one-coil system and
y A i  L12 h




for a two-coil system. Taking Ln =L2]= M as all coils have equal number of turns and 




for the self inductance of a one-coil excited system and
w (2 • W/i2) —Ljj —L22 
M  = ----------------------------- ...(3.16)
for the mutual inductances of the two-coil system. It will be shown later that coil self 
inductance depends on position along the armature due to end-effects. Therefore 
when mutual inductances between two coils are calculated respective coil self 
inductances are used.
As mentioned above, this technique assumes a linear magnetic circuit in which 
there is no saturation effect. This does not introduce an appreciable error since, due to 
the large effective air-gap in this class of machine, magnetic saturation occurs at 
currents well above the normal load conditions. This was confirmed using the FE 
model by applying 20 A as armature phase current and solving the problem 
nonlinearly. The maximum flux density was found to be 0.8 T in the armature teeth. 
This value is within the linear region of the BH curve of the material used and the
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inductance value obtained for this current was the same as the lower current case. 
The flux density level would be higher in the experimental model for the same current 
loading because of the four blocks used in the armature. However the difference is 
small and therefore negligible.
3,6.13 Inductances Calculated From the Two Methods
The 1-pole model shown in Figure 3.29 was used for inductance calculations by 
the two methods outlined above. For the energy perturbation method the model was 
taken including the permanent magnet. However for the simple energy method the 
permanent magnet region was taken as air for the reason given above. The two self 
and one mutual inductances of the system are given in Table 3.2. These calculations 
were performed for a few sets of current levels and found to give the same answer for 
normal load conditions. It can be seen that the results both methods give are 
approximately equal. The number of solutions required for each method are given in 
Table 3.3. As can be seen, to calculate the inductances of a given system the number 
of solutions required for the direct energy method is about half of the energy 
perturbation method. Therefore the direct energy method was adapted for the actual 
system inductance calculations.
Table 3.2 
















Self Inductance 3 1
Mutual Inductance 4 3
3 .6 2  Measurements o f  a Phase Self and M utual Inductance By Two 
Methods
Two methods were initially used for inductance measurements. The first one of 
these used the circuit shown in Figure 3.30. A step voltage was applied to the coil 
and the transient current build-up was recorded. Using the first section of the current 
waveform and assuming that there is negligible resistive voltage drop, the inductance 
was calculated using L-VI(dildt). A commercially available instrument, Hewlett 
Packard Impedance Analyser, was used as the second method.
Line to line, line to neutral self and the mutual inductances between two phases 
of the star connected three-phase winding were measured. The values are given in 
Table 3.4. It will be observed that the two methods give the same results. Hence the 
impedance analyser was chosen for the rest of the measurements because of its 
convenience for direct and quick measurements.
Mutual inductances can be measured directly. They are contained in the values 
of the line to line inductance readings of a two-coil (or two sets of coils) system. For 
example, suppose that two coils are connected in series and total line to line 
inductance is . The mutual inductance is contained in this inductance value
and can be obtained using
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Figure 3.29 FE Model Used for the Two Inductance Calculation Techniques
Figure 3.30 Circuit Used in Inductance Measurements by di/dt
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(^Ii/i«l-Iw«2):=:^ 'll‘t'^22+ 2A/i2 ...(3.17)
Table 3.4 





Line to Line 
Self 88.16 87.5
Line to Neutral 
Self 33.126 32.67
Phase to Phase 
Mutual 10.954 11.08
3.6.3 Armature Coil Self and Mutual Inductances
As was mentioned previously the armature phases are star connected and have 
one coil per pole (2 coils for the 2-pole armature prototype machine). The phase 
connection and coil numbering used are shown in Figure 3.31. Armature self and 
mutual inductances were first calculated on a coil by coil basis. That is individual coil 
self and mutual inductances between all possible combinations of two coils were 
calculated and measured. This is a good way as one can obtain the resultant phase 
inductances, both self and mutual, for any winding connection.
All inductance calculations were performed using the direct energy method as 
was explained in Section 3.6.1.2. The full FE model without permanent magnets was 
taken as the source model. The flux plot of the model with which Coil 1 and Coil 6 
self inductances were calculated is given in Figure 3.32. Measured values with 
impedance analyser and calculated values of coil self inductances are given in Table 
3.5. The general tendency of both theoretical and experimental results reveals that the 
inductance of a coil is maximum in the centre slots and decreases towards the 
armature edges. This is naturally due to the increase in leakage flux for the fields of 








C b ) Cc)
Figure 3.31 (a) Coil Numbering and Connection Used in the System Inductance 
Calculations
(b) Symbolic Diagram
(c) Classical Three Phase Armature Winding(Inductances shown only)
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Figure 3.32 Armature Field Distribution Inside the Model Used To Calculate Coill 












Calculated and measured mutual inductances between any pair of armature coils 
are given in Table 3.6. It will be shown later that these inductances are necessary 
when phase mutual inductances are calculated. For the reason mentioned above, the 
mutual inductance between two adjacent coils also increases towards the armature 
centre. Since all coils have the same number of turns -  Myx e.g. M36 = Ma and 
because of the symmetry in the magnetic circuit ^  e.g. Mn = M^, = M3I
etc. This can be seen in Table 3.6.
All mutual inductances shown are positive i.e. coil fields support each other. 
However, when phase inductances are calculated some of these mutual inductances 
will have a negative sign as a result of the phase connection forming the three-phase 




Calculated and Measured Mutual Inductances 



















3.6.4 Armature Phase Self and Mutual Inductances
Calculated coil self and mutual inductances can be used to find phase self and 
mutual inductances. This is done by using the coil and phase connections which form 
the three-phase winding and can be applied to any winding arrangement whose coil 
inductances are known.
The phase to neutral self inductances for the winding of the machine at hand can 
be formulated using the symbolic winding diagram and current directions shown in 
Figure 3.31(a) and (b) as below:
Calculated phase to neutral inductances are given in Table 3.7 together with the 
measured values. These experimental values were measured directly i.e. on a phase 
by phase basis. However, the equations given above can also be applied to the 
measured coil inductances to obtain phase to neutral inductances which yield the same 
results. A comparison between calculated and measured phase to neutral inductances 
reveals that they are in good agreement and that the calculated results are slightly 
higher than the measured ones. The reason for this is that the armature was modelled 
as a complete shell whereas the prototype has four blocks with air regions between 
them. This results in more leakage flux and thus less useful flux for the experimental 
model which in turn means lower inductance. This effect corresponds to the 
winding-end effects in rotary machines. Another comparison between inductances of 
three phases, on the other hand, will reveal that Lm and Lb are equal due to the 
symmetry and Lc is slightly less in value. This is again a result of the finite length of 
the armature.
La — L>^ + Zjj — 2M14
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Table 3.7





Phase to phase mutual inductances can be calculated in the same way using the 
current directions shown on the diagram of Fig. 3.31(b)
A^=-A*34+M k+A*i3 -M 16 ...(3.21)
Mtc = ~M56 + M26 + M35 -  M* .. .(3.22)
K a = - M l2+Mu + Mx5- M A5 ...(3.23)
The current directions in Figure 3.31(b) are taken in order to maintain 
compatibility with the classical schematic representation of a three phase wye 
connected synchronous machine model. This will be used in Chapter 5 to obtain the 
mathematical equations of the system. This machine model is shown in Fig. 3.31(c) 
for the phase inductances.
Calculated and measured mutual inductances between phases are given in Table 
3.8. As in the case of coil mutual inductances, phase mutual inductances were 
measured indirectly using measured values of line to line and phase to neutral total 
inductances and were found using
L(linea-lineb) = La+Lb+ 2 . .  .(3.24)
L(lirub-linec) = Lb+Lc+ 2Mhc .. .(3.25)
L(liMc - linea) = A: + Ai + 2Mca ... (3.26)
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It may be observed by comparing the mutual inductances that two are equal and 
the third is somewhat smaller than the other two. The equality is a result of having 
symmetry in the winding and in the magnetic circuit.
Table 3.8





3.7 Armature Reaction Effect
Electromagnetic force and flux linkage calculations were performed under 
no-load conditions. That is, it was assumed that magnetic field set up by the armature 
currents had no effect on the permanent magnet excitation fields. This is, however, 
only true when there is no saturation in any part of the magnetic circuit.
This was investigated using the 1-pole model. The excitation position and 
armature current loading were taken to correspond to the case where there is 90 ° 
displacement between the excitation and the armature mmfs [Fig. 3.33]. The radial 
component of the mid-gap flux density at standstill for no-load and 1 A and 2 A phase 
currents along a pole pitch are given in Figure 3.34. It will be seen that the magnet 
field is equally distorted around the centre of the pole. No saturation effects were 
encountered in any parts of the magnetic circuit at current loadings well above normal 
operation conditions (up to 10 A). This is mainly because of the large air-gap due to 
the near unity permeability of the permanent magnet material.
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Figure 3.33 1-Pole Model Used in the Calculations of the Armature Reaction Effects 
on the Excitation Field
B [ T ]
no-load
1 A phase currents
2 A phase currents
0 . 3 0 0
0 . 200
0 . 1 0 0
0.000
- 0 . 100
- 0 . 2 0 0
- 0 . 3 0 0
- 0 . 4 0 0
0.000 1 I . 340 22 . 680 3 4 . 0 2 0 45 . 360
Axial Length [ mm ]
Figure 3.34 Mid-Air-Gap Radial Flux Density with Excitation at Standstill
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Armature reaction therefore does not have an appreciable effect on the flux of 
the machine under normal operation. The machine does not saturate nor is the total 
permanent magnet flux reduced (an increase on one side of the pole is accompanied 
by a reduction on the other). However in more extreme conditions the armature 
reaction would need to be accounted for. An analysis is given in Appendix E where 
one of the magnetic circuits taken is that used here.
3.8 Conclusions
2D FE modelling of the machine gives satisfactory results in spite of the 3D 
nature of the magnetic structure involved The machine has two main 3D features 
which cannot be directly modelled with a 2D code. One is the armature having four 
blocks of laminated iron instead of a tube and the other having skewed permanent 
magnet segments rather than a tubelike shell. The latter effect is more important in 
terms of design considerations and was incorporated into the FE models by summing 
suitably space-phase shifted versions. This made it possible to obtain near 3D results 
and showed how skewing changes machine parameters and standstill forces.
The optimum amount of skew was also investigated. It was found, within the 
limitations of 2D, that a skew of one slot-pitch gives zero resultant tooth-cogging 
force as well as reducing the end-effect force. Further skew can only be modelled 
using 3D FE in order to take into account the circumferential effects that may be 
important
It is shown that for the conditions investigated it is possible to superpose the 
separate calculated forces to produce a composite force that agrees with practice. 
This is of course only possible if saturation effects are not important. However this is 
often the case in this form of machine because of the large effective magnetic gap due 
to the near unity permeability of the permanent magnet material.
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Having symmetry in the geometry of the magnetic circuit and in the winding is 
important in having a near-balanced system where system inductances have close 
values and phases have a balanced emf distribution. It also makes it possible to model 




OSCILLATORY OPERATION OF 
THE BRUSHLESS DC TUBULAR MACHINE
4.1 Introduction
This chapter details the principles of the brushless tubular machine operation 
concentrating first on the general brushless machine operation for one-way motion. 
This is then extended to include the requirements of a linear machine to produce a 
reciprocating motion.
The main feature of brushless dc machines, as their name suggests, is their 
ability to work without the need for brushes and a commutator. The task of these 
devices is performed by electronically sensing the excitation (rotor or secondary) 
position and making the necessary switching changes (commutation) automatically. 
Since the armature (stator or primary) coil currents are switched at fixed excitation 
(pole system) positions relative to the excitation field, the electromagnetic effect of a 
dc machine is produced.
These machines can be thought of as either a synchronous machine supplied at 
variable frequency or a dc machine. The essential difference between the two is that 
in one case, the dc machine system, the armature current loading is phase locked in 
quadrature to the poles as it is in a dc machine. Whereas in the other case whilst 
sychronism is maintained the phase angle between the rotor current pattern and the 
stator poles varies according to load.
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4.2 The Principle of the Brushless Machine Operation
Hall effect devices are used for field poles position sensing. These unilateral 
devices are placed on the armature teeth of the top block at 120 0 intervals and detect 
the reference segment position [Figs. 4.1(a) and 2.11(c)]. Reading 0 when they see a 
south pole and 1 a north pole or no field they produce the digital signals shown as HI, 
H2 and H3 on Fig. 4.2(b). These signals are then used to produce the waveforms 
shown at T1 to T6 on Fig. 4.2(b) by means of a Hall signal decoder. These are in turn 
used to control the transistor switches of the inverter of Fig. 4.2(a) which produces the 
three phase currents of the armature winding. These are also shown on the figure in 
idealised form.
The Hall signal decoding and the production of the three-phase currents are 
accomplished by using a smart power chip as the driver. This power IC, Unitrode 
3620, is a brushless dc motor driver capable of driving all three phases of a brushless 
dc motor [4.1]. It comprises of a Hall signal decoder, a three phase transistor inverter 
with free-wheeling diodes for transient current suppression and a current magnitude 
limiter. Appendix F gives the specifications of this driver.
The electromagnetic thrust force production of the machine and power 
conditioning system can be explained by examining the relationship between the 
distribution of the permanent magnet mmf and the armature mmf produced by the 
injected phase currents [4.2]. As previously discussed in order to obtain maximum 
thrust force from the machine the force angle 8, between excitation and armature 
mmfs, must be kept as close to 90 ° as possible throughout the machine operation. 
However, as can be observed from the current waveforms of Fig. 4.2(b), the phase 
currents stay fixed in space for 60 °, which is the switching interval length, while the 
pole system moves. One practical approach to this is to make the switching interval 
take place while the force angle changes between 120 ° and 60 ° thus covering the
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Figure 4.1 Force (Torque) Production of the Brushless DC Machine
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Figure 4.2 (a) Basic Inverter and Brushless DC Machine


















maximum part of the electromagnetic force profile as given in Chapter 3. This is 
done by placing the Hall effect sensors with respect to the armature phases in the 
correct position.
The operation of the basic brushless dc machine can be explained by the 
interaction between armature currents and permanent magnets. For the pole system 
position shown in Fig. 4.1(a), Hall sensors HI, H2 and H3 will read 1, 0 and 0 
respectively from the spacial distribution of the reference permanent magnet mmf. 
This Hall signal combination corresponds to switching period 5 as shown in Fig. 
4.2(b). The instant is marked as #1 on the figure and makes the inverter switches T4 
and T5 switch on for the direction of motion of interest. This produces three phase 
currents ia, ib and ie with signs -, 0 and + respectively causing the armature current and 
mmf distribution shown in Fig. 4.1(a). As a result of armature and pole system mmfs’ 
interaction, the pole system is moved to the right These currents stay fixed in time 
and space, while the pole system moves, until the end of switching interval 5 which is 
marked as #2(-) on Fig. 4.2(b). The force angle between field poles and armature 
axes at this instant is 60 ° [Fig. 4.1(b)]. At position #2(+) the Hall signal combination 
changes to 1, 1 and 0 as a result of sensor H2 being under the field of a north pole 
magnet, giving rise to a switching interval change and making ia , ib and ic 0 ,-1  and 1 
respectively and to a new current distribution as shown on Fig. 4.1 (c). At this 
moment armature mmf suddenly “jumps” 60 ° forward in space changing the force 
angle from 60 ° to 120 °. In this new switching interval and fixed armature current 
and mmf placement the field poles continue to move on, reducing the force angle 
from 120 ° down to 60 ° where it again becomes 120 ° due to another switching 
change. This results in an armature mmf which takes 60 ° discrete jumps.
The magnitude of the force exerted on the moving pole system are proportional 
to the product of the pole system and armature mmfs and the sine of the angle 8 
between their axes. Pole system mmf is constant due to the permanent magnet poles
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and armature mmf is proportional to the magnitude of the current flowing in its 
winding. Therefore the electromagnetic thrust force is a function of the armature 
currents and force angle 5.
The armature field set up by the phase currents has a demagnetising and 
remagnetising effect on the permanent magnet poles [4.3]. This effect may cause 
permanent demagnetisation in parts of the poles and is therefore important in terms of 
both design and operation of the machine. Appendix E gives, to a first 
approximation, an analysis for different pole system positions and calculates the 
maximum allowable phase currents to prevent any permanent change in the 
permanent magnet magnetisation.
4.2.1 Circuit Modes fo r  One-Way Operation
During the normal force production process of the brushless dc machine, 
different circuit configurations are formed. These configurations include the transient 
circuits that are produced when a switching interval change takes place. They are 
formed because of the inductive nature of the machine winding and the necessity to 
provide a path for the transient currents involved. This can be explained in detail by 
taking the same example used in the previous section. Figure 4.3(a) gives the circuit 
formed when the switching interval is 5. The current directions are -, 0 and + for 
phases a, b and c respectively and the emfs oppose the currents. As soon as the 
switching interval changes and becomes 6, T4 switches off and T6 switches on. 
While the current in the newly formed be loop increases, the inductive current of the 
outgoing phase a flows through D1 and T5 and decays [Figure 4.3(b)]. This 
continues until the associated energy of phase a current is completely dissipated in the 
phase resistances leaving the circuit as shown in Figure 4.3(c). The current 




Figure 4.3 Circuits Formed During:
(a) Switching Interval 5
(b) Commutation from 5 to 6









4.3 Oscillatory Operation of the Brushless Tubular Machine
The previous section detailed the basic principles on which the brushless dc 
machine operation is based. This, although being applicable to the tubular motor, 
involves only unidirectional motion. For some applications, however, the machine 
needs to be arranged to perform in a repetitive fashion. Reverse direction for this 
oscillatory operation can be obtained by applying reverse currents, at an excitation 
position, to those shown in the previous section.
A simplified block diagram of the oscillatory operation of the drive system is 
given in Figure 4.4. In addition to the driver chip and the tubular motor with Hall 
sensors for excitation position sensing, it has two additional sensors, ESright and 
ESleft, for travel end sensing and a sense resistor (Rs) for current magnitude limiting.
The current magnitude control is accomplished by sensing the voltage drop 
across the sense resistor, Rt , and feeding it to the voltage comparator of the chip 
which compares this voltage with a predetermined reference voltage. The output of 
the comparator is fed into a monostable multivibrator, which controls the on-off states 
of the bottom transistors of the three inverter legs. When the voltage signal from the 
sense resistor exceeds the reference voltage, the bottom transistors are switched off 
and the inductive phase currents circulate through the conducting upper transistor and 
a free-wheeling diode. The off-time of the monostable is determined by appropriately 
choosing a timing capacitor and a resistor which are connected to the timing input of 
the chip. Current magnitude can consequently be controlled by the proper selection of 
Rm [please see Appendix FJ.
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Figure 4.4 Block Diagram of the Oscillatory Drive System
Sec. 4.3
Table 4.1 shows the 60 ° Hall decoding used for the oscillatory operation of the 
system. Here, abc phase sequence is taken to be when the pole system moves from 
left to right and direction signal is 0. Phase sequence bac is then the reverse direction 
for which direction signal is 1.
Table 4.1






Interval K h K
1 1 0 1 1 + - 0
1 1 0 0 2 + 0 -
1 1 1 0 3 0 + -
1 0 1 0 4 - + 0
1 0 1 1 5 - 0 +
1 0 0 1 6 0 - +
0 1 0 1 4 - + 0
0 1 0 0 5 - 0 +
0 1 1 0 6 0 - +
0 0 1 0 1 + - 0
0 0 1 1 2 + 0 -
0 0 0 1 3 0 + -
DS=1; Phase Sequence=bac; Excitation Direction=left 
DS=0; Phase Sequence=abc; Excitation Direction=right
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4.3.1 Direction Control fo r  the Oscillatory Operation
The digital Forward/Reverse input of the driver chip is used for direction control 
by combining it with the other three Hall effect signals to determine the switching 
interval, i.e. the phase current directions of the inverter. The direction signal (DS) is 
obtained by using two additional Hall effect sensors, end sensors (ES) as a basis of 
end-stops. These sensors, one on the left of the armature and one on the right, are 
placed on the extensions of the armature frame which holds the four armature blocks 
together and are on the line of the reference permanent magnet segment [Figure 4.4]. 
They detect the existence of permanent magnets in the same way as the other Hall 
sensors do, reading 0 when their marked side sees a south pole and 1 a north pole or 
no field. They read the fields of the left and rightmost segments. Since the leftmost 
segment is a south pole and the rightmost a north pole, the marked side of ESleft faces 
the field poles and the unmarked side of ESright. This is done in order to get the 
same response from the sensors.
The outputs of these sensors are fed into a 1-bit memory latch as shown in 
Figure 4.5 as inputs. This memory uses two TTL NAND logic gates and is made 
necessary by the requirement for a memory device which can hold the last reading of 
the sensor-pair after the pole system has reached an end and reversed. The way the 
direction control works can be explained by the help of Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Suppose 
that the end-sensors do not see any magnet when the system is switched on (the pole 
system is in the middle of its travel), then both sensors will be high (1). The Q output 
of the latch will also be 1. Taking the pole system position to be the same as that of 
Figure 4.1(a) where one-way motion is explained, position sensors HI, H2 and H3 
will be 1, 0 and 0 respectively. According to Table 4.1, these direction and position 
signals will give rise to phase currents with the direction +, 0, - for im , ib and ic 
respectively. This will move the pole system to the left, that is in the reverse direction 










Figure 4.5 The Direction Control Latch
Table 4.2
Operation of the Direction Control Latch
Excitation




middle 1 1 1 left
left 0 1 0 right
left 1 1 0 right
right 1 0 1 left
right 1 1 1 left
left 0 1 0 right
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phase sequence bac in the way explained in Section 4.2, until the left end-sensor 
detects the left-hand-end south pole. At this point it becomes 0, making the latch 
output 0 as shown in Table 4.2. This change in the direction signal demands reversed 
phase currents to those just before the direction signal change, exerting a right-hand 
directed force on the field poles. When it moves in this direction, the left end-sensor 
becomes 1 again as the magnet pole at the left-hand-end of the pole system moves 
away from the sensor. But the latch output stays the same; thus the pole system 
carries on in the right-hand direction. This goes on until the right end-sensor detects 
the right-hand-end pole and direction signal becomes 1 when the pole system is first 
decelerated by the reversed electromagnetic forces and then accelerated in the 
left-hand direction.
This simple technique, however, should be used with care as, in the case of high 
excitation speeds, the transient currents which are driven by the phase back emfs can 
be very high. Since these currents circulate through diodes and phases, they cannot be 
limited by the chip’s protection circuitry and can be dangerous for the switching 
devices. These transients are discussed next.
4.3.2 Circuit Modes For the Oscillatory Operation
The transient circuit for one-way operation is taken care of by the antiparallel 
diodes and upper transistors. These components of the inverter carry the transient 
inductive phase currents during commutation. This was explained in Section 4.2.1. 
For oscillatory operation, however, there is an additional transient period during 
which, along with the above inverter components, phase emfs also play an important 
role. This “ direction transients” period starts with the change of direction signal and 
ends when the excitation stops at one end of its travel.
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How this happens can be explained by the help of Figures 4.6 and 4.7. Figure 
4.6 shows transient plots of the direction signal, the timing-pin voltage of the driver 
chip and the three phase currents for the period when direction signal changes from 0 
to 1 (pole system at the right-hand-end). When the timing voltage of the driver is 
high, the bottom transistors of the inverter are enabled and when it is low they are 
disabled. Figure 4.7 shows the circuits formed by the conducting transistors and/or 
diodes of the inverter-machine diagram of Figure 4.2(a). Until the moment when the 
direction signal change takes place, t<tp the system is in its normal mode of 
operation. With direction signal 0, HI = 0, H2 = 1 and H3 = 1, the switching interval 
is 2 and the operating circuit is as shown in Figure 4.7(a) and the pole system moves 
to the right Here, T1 and T2 are conducting and the phase currents are ia = +, ib = 0 
and ic = - (please see Table 4.1). When direction signal becomes 1 at  ^ the new 
switching interval 5 demands reversed currents by switching off T1 and T2 and 
switching on T4 and T5. Transistors T1 and T2 switch off instantly. However, T4 
and T5 cannot switch on immediately because of the inductive phase currents in the 
circuit. These currents now flow through D4 and D5 as shown in Figure 4.7(b). This 
very short transient period lasts until the current is reversed by the sum of the supply 
voltage and the induced emfs which act in the same direction. The magnetic energy 
of the phases and the kinetic energy of the moving pole system are fed into the supply 
battery during this period. The pole system moves to the right with a right-hand 
directed electromagnetic force. When the current reverses at ^ , T4 and T5 are 
switched on and take over this current. Phase currents ia, ib and ic have now become -, 
0 and + respectively and the circuit is as shown in Figure 4.7(c). The pole system still 
moves to the right but as the electromagnetic force has also reversed, it is now 
decelerated. In the new circuit shown in Figure 4.7(c), the supply voltage and 
induced emfs continue to support each other. It will be observed that for the periods 
tjCtc^ and t2<t<t3 the components (V, e, R, L) of the circuit stay the same, i.e. there is 
no switching action. This can also be seen from the current waveforms in Figure 4.6 
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before chopping, 1^, bottom transistors of the inverter are disabled due to the normal 
current chopping function of the driver. This cuts off the supply voltage from the 
circuit and the new circuit becomes as shown in Figure 4.7(d). Here the current is 
driven only by the phase emfs, through D1 and T5, which are in turn due to the 
moving pole system, and this current also produces the decelerating left-hand directed 
force. During the first part of this period, t3<t<t4, the current increases at a slower 
dildt rate compared to the previous period due to the absence of the supply voltage in 
the circuit. For the whole period, the timing voltage of the driver, shown in Figure 
4.6, is low and the supply voltage stays cut-off since the dc current level is above 1^. 
This continues until the current magnitude drops down to 1^  at t4 when T4 switches 
on connecting the supply battery into the circuit. The pole system may have now 
stopped and started moving to the left and the circuit is now as given in Figure 4.7(e). 
If, however, it has not stopped then until it does the circuit will be as shown on the 
figure, except that the emf polarities will be the reverse to those shown. From the 
time the pole system starts accelerating to the left, its velocity and the force acting on 
it are both negative. That is the direction transients are over and the operation mode 
is one-way motion mode.
During the interval from  ^to t4, it may happen, before the current drops to 1^  or 
the pole system stops, that the associated upper diode of the non-conducting phase is 
forward biased. This is due to the line to line voltage between the switched-off phase 
and the phase whose associated upper transistor is conducting, becoming positive. As 
a result, a new loop is formed in this transient mode and all three phases carry 
currents. The associated upper diode would be D3 and the line to line voltage in 
the example taken here. The switches and phases involved will depend on the 
switching interval in which the direction signal change takes place and therefore on 
the placement of the end sensors.
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These circuit and operation modes will be modelled in Chapter 5 in order to 
simulate the dynamic behaviour of the inverter and the overall system.
4.4 Conclusions
One-way and oscillatory operations of the brushless tubular motor have been 
explained. It has been shown that oscillatory operation of the system can be achieved 
using a standard 3-<j> brushless DC motor driver designed for rotary machine 
applications. This is done by merely using two additional position sensors to detect 
the excitation stroke ends and a simple memory device.
Normal and transient operation modes of the system, both electrically and 
mechanically, have been described using the actual system specifications. During 
direction transients, which take place between a direction signal change and the 
excitation reaching the stationary end point in the oscillatory motion, the phase 
currents vary differently from one-way motion transients. During this period, 
especially for the time when only phase emfs drive the currents and the excitation is 
decelerated fast, the current magnitude limiter of the driver chip cannot prevent the 
phase currents from going beyond the predetermined value. These currents can be 
excessive in the case of high excitation speeds where phase emfs are high and may be 
dangerous for the switching devices of the inverter. For the speeds involved, 




DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE SIMULATION 
OF THE TUBULAR BRUSHLESS DC MACHINE
5.1 Introduction
This chapter gives the derivation of a numerical model for the dynamic 
simulation of the tubular permanent magnet motor and its associated power 
electronics drive circuitry. The governing electrical circuit equations for the system 
are derived from the classical representation of the three phase synchronous machine 
model. Parameters for these equations are obtained from finite element methods and 
they are solved numerically in order to simulate the electrical performance of the 
system. The mechanical performance of the system is also predicted in conjunction 
with the system electrical performance to yield a full dynamic simulation of the 
overall system.
Permanent magnet machines can be of two different types. In the first of these, 
the permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM), the phase of the armature current 
is not tied to the rotor position so that the phase angle between the mmf wave 
produced by the armature and the excitation mmf (load angle) varies with load. The 
PMSM is very similar to the conventional wound rotor synchronous motor and has 
sinusoidally varying back emfs and therefore requires sinusoidal stator currents to 
produce a constant torque (force). In the second type, the brushless dc motor 
(BDCM), the armature current pattern is phase locked to the dc poles just as in a dc 
machine by using position sensors. The BDCM has a quasi square armature current 




Since the introduction of permanent magnets for electrical machines excitation, 
considerable attention has been given to their performance modelling. The classical 
d-q axis model (Park’s transform) can safely be applied to a machine with 
sinusoidally varying excitation and armature mmfs both of which smoothly rotate in a 
reference frame. For machines which involve nonsinusoidal mmfs the d-q axis model 
is not the best approach. Instead, a technique based on phase variables offers many 
advantages [5.1].
Most of the earlier papers used the d-q axis technique for machines with both 
sinusoidal and rectangular phase currents and simulated the steady-state electrical 
performance of permanent magnet machines [5.2-5.6]. The first papers on the 
modelling of brushless DC motors with a digital approach for calculating the 
mechanical performance of the system, as well as the electrical, appeared in the 
literature in the early 80’s [5.7, 5.8]. This technique, based on the abc frame with no 
transformation involved, combined the machine and the power electronics drive 
circuitry with either current or voltage source inverter and modelled the switching 
nature of the system in the time domain. This digital simulation method proved 
useful for the dynamic modelling of the permanent magnet machines and has been 
used by other authors for steady-state and transient calculations [5.9, 5.10]. Both d-q 
axis and abc frame techniques have been adapted by other authors for the simulation 
of PMSM and BDCM’s for models of conventional geometry and control [5.11-5.15], 
for a microprocessor based PMSM drive [5.16] and a BDCM system taking into 
account rotor dumping effects [5.17].
All of these studies, however, simulated the rotary permanent magnet machine 
and there is an absence of published work on the performance simulation of linear 
versions. Yamamoto analysed the starting characteristics of a permanent magnet 
flat-type linear motor using equivalent magnetic circuits and analytical expressions 
for one-way motion [5.18]. This device, however, acts as a pulse motor. Yoshida
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simulated the performance of a flat-type long armature linear synchronous motor 
analytically, using per-phase equivalent circuits [5.19]. However, the simulation is 
based on a preset duty-cycle and does not include the phase variables and dynamic 
performance of the system.
This thesis presents what is to the best of the author’s knowledge the first 
numerical simulation of the dynamic performance of a permanent magnet linear 
machine which can predict both electrical and mechanical performances of a drive 
system [5.20].
5.2 Machine Model and the Derivation of Machine Equations and 
Equation of Motion
A decoupled abc model of a star connected, floating neutral three phase 
permanent magnet machine, with balanced phase impedances, is derived in this 
section from a coupled three phase classical machine model. The decoupling 
procedure makes the assumption that the self and mutual phase inductances are equal. 
Although this applies to the self inductances of the tubular brushless dc machine, the 
mutual inductance of one phase is smaller than the other two. However, as will be 
shown later, this procedure leads to a simplified model which considerably reduces 
the computer costs of the simulation and gives satisfactory results.
The coupled abc model of the machine is given in Figure 5.1. This model can 
mathematically be expressed in terms of phase variables as
c X 0 o ' V J M* A C V J
i
V* = 0 X 0 h
a 
+ dt'
M* Lb Mu h
u
*+ dx K






Figure 5.1 The Coupled Machine Model
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where Ra, Rb, Rc are the phase resistances
La, Lb, Lc are the phase self inductances
M^, Affc, are the phase mutual inductances
Xa, Xb, Xc are the phase flux linkages
x  is the excitation displacement
v = dxldt is the instantaneous excitation velocity
This model assumes zero eddy current and hysteresis losses (core losses). The 
assumption is valid due to the usage of laminations in the armature and the low 
frequencies involved.
The last vector on the right side of the equation has the product of two 
differentials and therefore introduces non-linearity in the equation. It is also the only 
parameter which varies with respect to excitation position and thus time. The 
elements of this vector represent the back emfs induced in the armature phases due to 
the motion of the permanent magnets and are indicated on the figure as ea, eb and ec.
Equation 5.1 can be simplified by a decoupling procedure [5.81. The first part of 
this procedure makes the following assumptions:
• Armature phase resistances are equal: This is true since all three phases have 
equal numbers of series coils.
Ra = Rb=Rc =R  ...(5.2)
• Armature phase self and mutual inductances are equal: This assumption is 
valid for the self inductances but an approximation for the mutual 
inductances. As can be seen from Chapter 3, phase self inductances are very 
nearly equal. For the mutual inductances, however, two phases are equal and 
the third one is smaller than the other two. For the simplified model this
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procedure leads to, it is assumed here that the mutual inductance between 
phases a and b have the value of the other two mutual inductances. This 
approximation is an acceptable one considering the ease with which the 
simplified model can be implemented on the computer. Thus
L = U = L = L
Mab= M bc= M ca= M
...(5.3a)
...(5.36)
• Inductances do not change with excitation position and hence time: This is 
because the relative permeability of the permanent magnet material is very 
close to unity and hence the magnetic air-gap is constant, as explained in 
Chapter 3.
These assumptions lead to the following equation for the system.
~R 0 O'X L M M~ J V J V
v*= 0 R 0 h + M L M adt h
u
+ ! x K
y . . _0 0 R_ jc_ M M L_ jc_ K
...(5.4)
This equation can further be modified with the following, which is the second 
part of the decoupling process;
For a star connected winding Kirchhoff’s current law gives
'. + <»+'c=0 ...(5.5)
The first derivative of this with respect to time yields
dia dib dic
— + — + — =0  




The second (inductance) term at the right hand side of Eqn. 5.4 can be written as
d i a d i b d i c
d t  d t  d t
d i a d i b d i c 
M - j + L - f - + M ^ -  
d t  d t  d t
d i a d i b d i c
M - j + M - f - + L - j -  
d t  d t  d t
With the help of Eqn. 5.6, this term can further take the form
d i a
Q I - M ) -
cL - M )dh
d t
d i ,
( L - M ) -
and incorporating this into Eqn. 5.4 yields
X ' ~R 0 0" X ~(L-M) 0 0 l a V







v . .0 0 R_ h 0 0 (L-M)_ j c K
which is the decoupled machine model equation. The schematic representation of this 
is shown in Figure 5.2.
Once the phase currents and voltages are known, the machine power flow can 
easily be calculated. The instantaneous power components can be computed, 
neglecting the core losses, by multiplying both sides of Eqn. 5.7 by the transverse of 








Figure 5.2 The Decoupled Machine Model
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[ i f  [V] = [ i f  [«][/] + [ i f  [ L +  - v ...(5.8)
where the term on the left hand side of the equation and the three terms on the right 
hand side correspond to the following components respectively:
1. The instantaneous terminal power.
2. The instantaneous armature ohmic losses.
3. The instantaneous reactive power stored in the armature winding 
inductances.
4. The instantaneous electromagnetic power which represents the 
electromechanical energy conversion.






— = [*. h  i c \ ~ r  v ax K
*c_ A .
which is the force exerted on the excitation by the armature currents, i.e. motor action.
In order to model the dynamics of the moving parts, a mechanical equation is 
required which relates acceleration to the total force acting on the excitation. This 
total force may be found by adding together the end-effect force (FtJ) described in 
Chapter 3 and the electromagnetic force (FJ). The end-effect force, unlike the tooth 
cogging force, exists in the machine and has to be taken into account in the modelling 
process. The tooth cogging force has been eliminated by skew and therefore can be 
ignored. Hence, the mechanical equation becomes
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F ™ + F .*d =  m —  ...(5.10)
where m is the mass of the moving parts.
These equations which relate the system electrical quantities to the mechanical 
quantities can be used to simulate both the transient and steady state performance of 
the tubular permanent magnet motor.
5.3 Modelling of the Machine Power Supply System
The second part of the drive system, the three phase inverter with its control 
electronics, is modelled in this section.
The abc phase variable model of the machine which was explained in the 
previous section can be solved when phase voltages and emfs are known. As 
mentioned earlier, phase emfs can be calculated using phase flux linkages and the 
excitation speed. Phase voltages (driver outputs), on the other hand, are switched 
continuously in order to produce the rectangular phase currents for the machine. It is 
therefore necessary to model the inverter system for the overall system simulation.
The schematic model in which the inverter model is associated with the 
decoupled machine model is given in Figure 5.3. In this model the voltage, of the 
supply battery is represented by two voltage sources with a value in order to 
establish a point with zero potential to which voltages in the circuit can be referred. 
As can be seen on the diagram, the voltages of the points a, b and c, can be 
-VdJ I  and 0. The resistor, Rt , is the sense resistor used to control the current 
magnitude. , on the other hand, is the resistance of the wire which connects the
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Figure 5.3 Inverter-Machine Model
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battery to the inverter. Both these resistors are in the circuit when the voltage source 
supplies current to the phases. Phase emfs, ea , eb and ec , are calculated using the 
Fourier series representation of the phase flux linkages as explained in Chapter 3.
The following assumptions are made in this model:
• Transistors and diodes are assumed to be ideal switches with no switching 
losses.
• The supply battery is represented by an ideal voltage source, its potential 
being equal to the open circuit voltage.
• Hall effect sensors are assumed to have no hysteresis.
5.3.1 Modelling o f  the Logic Signal Decoder
It was shown in Chapter 4 that the different switching intervals required for the 
inverter in order to achieve the brushless DC motor action were determined using a 
logic decoder. With two transistors conducting at a time (120° conduction), 6 
intervals cover the whole operation cycle. These intervals are 60 ° in length and are 
given in Table 5.1.
The inverter switching modelling simulates the actual hardware. That is the 
switching interval of the inverter is decided by the excitation position signals (HI, H2 
and H3) which are determined by the excitation position with respect to the armature 
and the direction signal. This is in turn decided by the excitation position and the 
direction of excitation motion. These signals are defined as logic variables and the 




Operation of the Inverter-Machine System













1 1 0 1 1 6 + - 0 1
1 1 0 0 1 2 + 0 - 2
1 1 1 0 3 2 0 + - 3
1 0 1 0 3 4 - + 0 4
1 0 1 1 5 4 - 0 + 5
1 0 0 1 5 6 0 - + 6
0 1 0 1 3 4 - + 0 4
0 1 0 0 5 4 - 0 + 5
0 1 1 0 5 6 0 - + 6
0 0 1 0 1 6 + - 0 1
0 0 1 1 1 2 + 0 - 2




512 = DS-H1 H2H3+DS-HT-H2-H3
513 = D S H 1  H2-H3+DS-HT-H2H3
514 = D S H l H 2 H 3 + D S H l H 2 H 3
515 = D S H I H 2 H 3 + D S H 1 H 2 H 3
516 = D S H T * H 2 H 3 + D S H 1 H 2 H 3  ...(5.11)
5.3.2 Circuit Models; One-way Motion
The switching nature of the inverter results in changing circuit configurations 
both steady-state and transient. These circuit configurations, as will be shown, can be 
divided into groups or “modes” each of which can be represented by a circuit model. 
These circuit modes simulate the working conditions of the inverter-machine model 
of Figure 5.3 and constitute sub-sets of it. The technique used to determine the circuit 
mode is based on the switching interval information. That is, the transistors which 
conduct and hence the directions of phase voltages and currents are determined using 
the switching intervals of Table 5.1.
Each switching interval corresponds to the same circuit topology but with 
different phases involved. This means that the voltages and emf directions are the 
same in corresponding phases in each interval. It can be observed from Table 1 that 
there is one switching interval and thus one circuit configuration for two excitation 
positions. These positions are for opposite direction of excitation motion (or direction 
signal). However, since they occur 180 0 apart (reversed Hall signals, hence opposite 
excitation poles), the phase emfs for both directional cases have the same polarity.
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The transients that occur when the switching interval changes can be dealt with 
in the same way as above this time considering which transistor is to switch on and 
which transistor to switch off. The transient currents through the diodes can also be 
decided.
As an example, two circuit configurations which correspond to switching 
intervals 1 and 2 are drawn in Figure 5.4. It may be seen from the circuit diagrams 
that voltage and emf polarities, parameters and current directions, with the exception 
of the values of the phase emfs, are the same. This leads to a common circuit model 
given in Fig. 5.5 which can be used for all switching intervals. This model is called 
the “ one-way operation one-loop model” and represents the inverter-machine model 
with no phase current commutation present. The model includes two phases of the 
armature winding and therefore is a derivative of the complete decoupled model of 
Section 5.2. It may be noticed that the DC supply voltage of the model is designated 
as V(cM) instead of V^. This is done in order to incorporate the current magnitude 
controller of the driver chip into the modelling process. As will be explained later, 
this controller disconnects the supply battery, along with RM and Rtxt, from the circuit in 
order to keep the current within a specified level. Due to this “ chopping” action, the 
voltage V(ch) in the model is current dependent and is equal to either or zero. The 
same applies for R ^  and R ^ch).
In order to apply the model, the first step is to appropriately adapt the present 
phase/supply connections to the model using the switching interval information. This 
is done by using the matrix given in Table 5.2 in tabular form. The rows of this 
matrix correspond to switching intervals and columns to phases. It serves as a means 
to transform the present circuit configuration into the one-loop model in order that the 
model can be created independently and solved. It may be noticed that the same 
matrix can conveniently be used to obtain the phase emf polarities for the model. 








(a) Switching Interval 1
ex t
L-M L-M
(b) Switching Interval 2
Figure 5.4 Circuit Configurations in One-Way Operation One-Loop Mode
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^  a(ch)
V  ( c h )
Figure 5.5 One-Way Operation One-Loop Circuit Model
Table 5.2
Transformation Matrix Used for One-Loop Model
a b c
1 1 -1 0
2 1 0 -1
3 0 1 -1
4 -1 1 0
5 -1 0 1
6 0 -1 1
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Figure 5.4 with the positive emf polarities of the machine given in Figure 5.3. In each 
row of the matrix in Table 5.2 the positive entry is for e, of the one-loop model and 
the negative entry for er  Thus, for switching interval 1; = ea and e2 = -eb and for
switching interval 2; et -  ea and e2 -  -ec.
The model is then solved for the loop current using
V(eA) = {2 R +  R,(ck)+ R ^ ch)} ■i + 2 ( L - M ) j t + (el + e2) ...(5.12)
where subscript (ch) suggests that the parameter is subject to the chopping action. 
That is, depending on the value of /, (ch) subscripted values may have either their 
associated value or zero.
This current may then be used to calculate the phase currents. This is again done 
by the same matrix of Table 5.2, this time, however, using the transpose of the matrix. 
This can be shown using the same examples above. For the switching interval 1:
11__ ' 1' i
h = i • -1 ii - i







h = i • 0 = 0
i
___i -1_
which can be seen on the circuit diagrams of Figure 5.4.
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The above considerations are for the case when there is no phase current 
commutation. As explained in Chapter 4, during the current commutation, one 
transistor switches off disconnecting its associated phase from the supply and another 
switches on. The inductive current of the phase whose transistor has switched off 
flows through a freewheeling diode until its associated energy is dissipated in the 
phase resistors and becomes zero. At the same time, the current of the phase whose 
associated transistor has switched on increases. During this period, therefore, all three 
phases carry currents and the circuits have two loops. This period has also been 
incorporated into the modelling process.
As in the case of switching intervals, the commutation from one interval to 
another is the same for all cases in terms of circuit parameters and polarities thus 
leading to a common circuit model which can represent all the cases involving 
different phases. This may be explained by the help of Figures 5.6 and 5.7. Figure 
5.6 shows the circuits for commutation from intervals 1 to 2 and from 3 to 4 for 
positive direction (when the excitation moves from left to right). For the loop with 
the voltage source which has been established by the on-going transistor, for each of 
these commutation cases, the circuit is the same, that is it has the same voltage and 
emf polarities and current directions. This also applies to the other loop with 
decaying current and therefore by appropriately assigning the correct phases, a model 
can be set up and applied to all possible commutation cases.
For negative direction the above consideration is also valid and the circuits 
drawn in Figure 5.7(a) and (b) which give the commutation conditions going from 3 
to 2 and from 5 to 4 respectively are also similar. However, when Figure 5.6(a) is 
compared with Figure 5.7(a), it may be observed that the newly established switching 
interval, 2, results in the same circuit for the ON loop (with iM) in both direction cases, 
but the OFF loops (with ij), with decaying phase currents, are different. The same
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argument applies to the comparison between Figures 5.6(b) and 5.7(b). Thus, 
although the same circuit model can be used for both positive and negative directions, 
the transformation from the current circuit configuration to the model is different.
Figure 5.8 illustrates the model for this operation mode, namely the “ one-way 
operation two-loop model” . It may be noticed that unlike the one-loop model, this 
model has line to line emfs. The transformation is carried out using two matrices, 
each of which is for one direction of excitation motion. These matrices are given in 
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 in tabular form. Rows of the matrices correspond to commutation 
occurrences between switching intervals and columns to phase connections.
In order that the circuit construction of the model is complete, line to line emfs 
of the model, Em and have to be obtained using the phase emfs. These are 
calculated independently from the switching interval with the polarities shown in 
Figure 5.3. This can also be achieved using the same matrices and may be illustrated 
by the examples taken in the model derivation above. Using the positive direction 
matrix of Table 5.3 for the emfs of the two-loop model, one can write Eoit=-ec^ =-e+ea 
and Eog=eab=ea-eb for the 1-2 commutation. For the negative direction commutation of 
3-2, it can be written that Eon=-eca=-e+ea and E^-e^e^e^  These can be verified by 
the emf polarities of Figures 5.6(a) and 5.7(a).
This model is then solved by mesh current network technique for the loop 
currents im and fu s in g
= R
to 1" h n n 0" 1—
1 2_ X l .
+ { R S(ch) +  R*xi(ch)} ' i o 0_ }off_
+(L —M) I2 '1Li 2










Transformation Matrix Used for Two-Loop Model 
Positive Speed (DS=0)
a-b b-c c-a
1—>2 l(off) 0 -l(on)
2—>3 0 l(on) -l(off)
3—>4 -l(on) l(off) 0
4—>5 -l(off) 0 l(on)
5—>6 0 -l(on) l(off)
6-* l l(on) -l(off) 0
Table 5.4
Transformation Matrix Used for Two-Loop Model 
Negative Speed (DS=1)
a-b b-c c-a
1—>6 l(off) -l(on) 0
2—>1 l(on) 0 -l(off)
3->2 0 l(off) -l(on)
4—>3 -l(off) l(on) 0
5->4 -l(on) 0 Koff)
6—>5 0 -l(off) l(on)
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where (ch) specifies that the parameter is subject to the chopping action and is 
therefore either zero or has its associated value.
Phase currents are then calculated using these two mesh currents and the 
back-transformation matrices given in Tables 5.5 and 5.6 for positive and negative 
excitation directions respectively. This is done in a similar fashion to that of one-loop 
model given above.
The circuit mode is determined by constantly checking the excitation position 
signals. If there is no change in HI, H2 or H3, then it is one-loop, if one of them 
changes, then there is a change in the switching interval and the two-loop mode is 
chosen and the present circuit conditions are represented by the appropriate model. 
The two-loop model is used until drops to zero and the one-loop model takes over 
thereafter.
Current magnitude control (chopping) is modelled in the same way as the 
hardware operates: the magnitude of the DC link current is constantly checked and if 
it exceeds the predetermined value, then the supply voltage V(ch) and RMch) and R^ch) 
resistors are zero for a period At the end of this period the DC link is 
reconnected and the above variables are in the models with their actual values. This 
is, of course, done for the one-loop model and on-loop of the two-loop model.
5.3.3 Circuit Models; Oscillatory Motion
The models described above can be used for both directions of excitation 
motion. However, as mentioned in Chapter 4, when the excitation reaches one 
“end-stop” , it must be decelerated and accelerated in the other direction in order to 
achieve the oscillatory action. This, as explained earlier, is achieved by employing 
two extra Hall effect end-sensors which can detect a travel-end and, using this, change 




Back-Transformation Matrix Used for the Calculation of Phase Currents 
From Two-Loop Model, Positive Speed (DS=0)
1—>2 (* « + U - L
2—>3 L
3—>4 - L ft*r+U ' i *
4—>5 L
5—>6 ~i°fr - L ( it f+ U
6—>1 L
Table 5.6
Back-Transformation Matrix Used for the Calculation of Phase Currents 





4—>3 ~*off ( i* + U - L
5—>4 L
6—>5 - L i<>J
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phase voltages and thus currents for the same excitation position. The reversed phase 
currents, in turn, exert reversed electromagnetic forces on the moving excitation, thus 
forcing it first to stop and then accelerate it in the reverse direction. The period from 
the time direction signal changes until the excitation is stopped completely, “direction 
transients” , is also incorporated into the simulation process in order that a complete 
modelling of the system can be realised.
Practical aspects of the oscillatory operation were examined in Chapter 4. In 
this section the operation modes will be outlined, for modelling purposes, with the 
help of Figures 5.9 and 5.10. Figure 5.9 shows direction signal, force and velocity 
directions and Figure 5.10 switching intervals with ideal Hall-effect sensor 
positioning and simplified emf waveforms for both directions of speed throughout the 
machine operation cycle. With direction signal 0, the phase sequence is abc and the 
excitation is accelerated to the right (positive increasing position) by the positive 
force. As the excitation approaches the right-hand-end, direction signal becomes 1. 
Depending on the positions that the left and right end sensors, ESleft and ESright, are 
placed the switching interval changes by ±3 for the same excitation position interval, 
imposing reversed supply voltage [Figure 5.10]. Except for a very short period during 
which they are being forced to zero, phase currents reverse and so does the 
electromagnetic force. This short period is indicated in Figure 5.9, being exaggerated 
for clarity. Therefore, for most of the interval when “direction transients” flow, the 
electromagnetic force direction is reversed to that of the excitation direction, thus 
decelerating the excitation [Figure 5.9]. This transient interval lasts until the 
excitation velocity is zero, when it starts accelerating to the left.
The one-way circuit models of the previous section are used for the normal 
(one-way) operation mode periods where direction signal is 0 and the excitation 
velocity is positive or direction signal is 1 and the excitation velocity is negative 
[Figure 5.9]. For the “direction transients” interval, there are two sub-intervals that
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should be considered. The first of these starts with the change of direction signal and 
has a one-loop circuit configuration. The second sub-interval starts when the 
associated upper diode of the phase, which is off according to the switching interval 
information, becomes forward biased and thus establishes a two-loop circuit. The 
“direction transients” interval was explained in Section 4.3.2 of Chapter 4 for the 
first sub-interval and the different circuit configurations set up by the inverter were 
drawn. In this section, a one-loop circuit model for the first sub-interval will be given 
and the second sub-interval will be explained and the circuit model for it will be 
derived.
The right-hand-end “direction transients” interval which was used in Chapter 4 
will again be used here as an example. Suppose that ESright is placed at the 140 ° 
location. Until the excitation reaches this position, the switching interval is 2 and the 
circuit configuration is as given in Figure 4.7(a). When the excitation reaches this 
position and direction signal becomes 1, the switching interval of the inverter 
becomes 5 and this requires reversed phase voltages [Figure 5.10]. From this moment 
onwards the circuit can be modelled by a one-loop circuit model similar to the one 
described above for one-way motion, except that the supply voltage is reversed. This 
“direction transients one-loop model” is given in Figure 5.11. Since the excitation 
still moves to the right the phase emfs have the same polarities and they support the 
supply voltage [Figure 4.7(c)], which can also be seen on the model diagram of Figure 
5.11. Therefore, the current reverses fast and when it reaches the predetermined limit 
for the DC value the DC link is cut-off from the circuit and the reversed current is 
driven by emfs only as redrawn in Figure 5.12(a). This cut-off period, unlike in the 
one-way operation mode, is indefinite and continues until the current drops to the 
predetermined value. This is also included in the circuit model.
The adaptation of the present circuit to the model is performed as in the one-way 





Figure 5.11 Direction Transients One-Loop Circuit Model
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mesh current direction as in the other one-loop model. This is in order to keep the 
solution technique consistent and so that Eqn. 5.12 can be used again with only a 
reversed supply voltage:
- v w  = {2R +  + R,„m } ■i + 2 (L - M ) f t + (el + e2) .. .(5.14)
For much of this period, V(ch)i and R.a(ch), are zero because of the turned off 
bottom transistors, i.e. current magnitude control, and the currents freewheel through 
a diode and an upper transistor.
The excitation, although being decelerated, continues to move to the right and, 
when it reaches the position where the total line to line voltage between the off-phase 
and the + phase, whose associated top transistor is on (b and c respectively for this 
case as the new switching interval is 5), including the inductive and resistive voltages 
and emfs (V  ^here), becomes positive, thus forward biasing diode D3. With this diode 
conducting, all three phases have currents and the circuit becomes a two-loop one, as 
shown in Figure 5.12(b). The equivalent circuit model for this mode is a variation of 
the one-way motion two-loop model and is given in Figure 5.13. Transformation to 
this, “direction transients two-loop model” is not systematic and depends on the emf 
polarities and values and therefore on the excitation position and the interval in which 
the direction signal change takes place. Instead the transformation was achieved 
taking the right and left-hand-end transients separately.
The model is solved for the mesh currents using
" 0"
= * p
I 1 V + 1 W ”2 I d ~h




^ e x i s t i n g  loop 
curren t
new 1 oop 
curren t
(b)





Figure 5.13 Direction Transients Two-Loop Circuit Model
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Phase currents and voltages are again calculated using the same transformation 
matrices taking each excitation direction separately. Notice that this model and its 
associated equation also use line to line emfs.
This mode requires constant checking of the related phase-to-phase total 
voltages during the first one-loop section of the interval. It lasts until the end of 
“ direction transients” . That is, when the excitation stops and the phase currents are 
low enough for the bottom transistors to switch on again by which time the off-phase 
current drops to zero.
5.4 Solution of the System Equations
The numerical method used in the solution of the system equations is based on a 
“ step-by-step” technique [5.21-5.23]. This method of solution involves start values 
of electrical and mechanical variables for a finite time-step-interval and, assuming 
linear variation, calculates the variables at the end of each time interval. The 
mathematical representation of the method can be illustrated by using the general 
matrix form of Eqn. 5.8, which represents the decoupled machine model as below:
interval, 8r, respectively. In this equation, functions are averaged over the time 
interval and the time derivative of functions is expressed in finite difference form.
m  = [R][i] + [ L - M ] ^ [ i ]  + [e]at
...(5.16)
and rewriting this in the discrete-time form as:
...(5.17)
where primes ' and ' indicate the variables at the beginning and end of the time-step
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The principle of this numerical technique is based on the initial collection of the
parameters for the first time-step interval. Taking zero step-start values, the above 
equation is solved for the step-end current matrix, [/]" using:
For the next time-step interval, step-end values of the previous interval are 
considered as step-start values and recalculating the variable parameter, [e]"> the
consideration.
A close examination of the above equation will reveal that the step-end emf 
matrix, [e]", is required when the phase currents are to be calculated at the end of a 
time interval. The value of phase emfs, on the other hand, depends on the new 
excitation position and velocity which are in turn determined by the total force acting 
on the excitation at the end of the interval. This force, however, is a function of the 
phase currents. All the system variables are, therefore, interrelated and an iterative 
process is required. One solution to this can be realised by having an initial guess for 
one of the variables within each time-step interval and, updating the guess with an 
appropriate process, finding the solution when a convergence is reached.
The way this is done can be explained by writing the discrete-time equivalents 
of the other equations derived above in previous sections. The phase back emf vector 
at the end of the interval can be calculated by
[/] =
t m ' + m ' }  -  {{e]'+ [ e ] }  -  [/]{[/? ]-2[L  -M ]/8r} 
[R] + 2[L-M ]/& ...(5.18)




where the space derivative matrix of the flux linkage is not written in discrete-time 
form taking X and x as separate functions, but the derivative itself is used as a 
function. This is because the flux linkage and thus its space derivative are expressed 
by a Fourier series. Therefore, the derivative can be evaluated at any excitation 
position, x , independently from time and thus the current time-step interval.
In order to evaluate this equation, however, both step-end position and excitation 
velocity need to be known. This is where an iterative guess has to be made. This 
must be for a variable which will reveal step-end values for both position and 
velocity. This variable may therefore be acceleration, a> velocity, v", or excitation 
position, x Equation 5.19 can then be evaluated for step-end emf vector, [e]\ With 
this known, Eqn. 5.18 can now be used to calculate the step-end current vector, [/]", 
for the time-step.
The electromagnetic thrust force equation can be written in discrete-time form, 
for the step-end, using Eqn. 5.9 as
from which it can be calculated. Here, [i]T is the transpose of the current matrix and is 
a row vector. This equation is also independent of time and can be used in the same 
form for step-start values.
The mechanical equation representing the mechanics of the moving parts can be 
written for the step end values as
f L + Fl d = m a
and step-end acceleration can be calculated using
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F 4-F1 e m ' i  e nd /fa = -----------------------------  ...(5.21)
m
Here, magnetic end-effect force, FtluP is a function of position only and is 
therefore independent of the time-stepped approach.
With the acceleration obtained, a=dv/dt can be used to relate it to the velocity by 
writing this equation in discrete-time form as
a + a  v" — v'
2 8t
where step-start and end values of acceleration are averaged over the interval. The 
step-end velocity can then be evaluated using
v' = v'+ JfL±£_l .8 ,  ...(5.22)
The excitation position at the end of the interval can now be calculated from the 
following equation which is written from the equation v=dx/dt
v +v x - x  
2 ~ 8t
thus
Step-end value of the variable that was guessed at the beginning of the time-step 
interval can now be evaluated using the corresponding one of the above three
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equations 5.21, 5.22 and 5.23. This calculated value is then checked against the 
guessed value. If they agree within a specified tolerance, then the last calculated set 
of step-end values are taken as the true solution for the step and the variables are 
integrated forward in time. Otherwise, the first guess is exchanged with the last value 
of the guessed variable and the same time-step interval is reiterated.
In the above equations, step-start values need not be calculated since they are 
known from the previous step.
5.4.1 Discrete-Time Equivalents o f  the Equations o f  Circuit Models
Equation 5.17 describes the general 3-<|) machine model. In this section, 
derivatives of this general equation which represent the four circuit models, will be 
expressed in discrete-time form.
a) One-way operation, one-loop model
Equation 5.12 can be rewritten as:
Vw+Vw r~p . r i JL±M , ,/r _ w ji lz i l  ■ Iei + ei e2+e2
and step-end loop current can be calculated using
." _ {^ (c/»)+^w}~{(gi + gi) + (g2+g2)}~^  {ft — 2(L -M)/5r}
‘ ~ 2{7?+2(L-M)/8f} ...(5.24)
b) One-way operation, two-loop model




[V] = [R] [I] + [ R '^ + R ^ 'd  [/] + [ L + [£]
[V] = ic h )
0
[R]=R
2 1'  
1 2 [<] = L
[ R S(ch ) +  R e x t ( c h ) \  ~  ( f i s ( c h )  +  ^ e x t ( c h ) )  ’ q
[ L - M]  = (L —M)
2 f ~e0;
1 2 and [E] =
In this equation Em and are line to line emfs and subscript (ch) indicates that the 
parameter is subject to chopping. In discrete-time form this equation can be written 
as:
+^ w m ^U -[£]+[Er51
and step-end current matrix for the loop currents can then be found using
=m'+[vn - {g] + g p  - «*]+iR^+R^--2[l -M]/sr> m'
[R] + [ R s w +^(CA)] + 2[L - M]/5r
c) Direction transients, one-loop model
Using Eqn. 5.14 the corresponding expression becomes
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, i  - i  *i + *i 2^ + ^ 2
The equation for the step-end loop current is then
-{ V j» + *£»} -  {(e; + <0 + (e't+ el)} -  2i'{R -  2(L - M)/Sf}
' 2{fl+2(L-M)/8f} '
d) Direction transients, two-loop model
Equation 5.15 which represents this model can also be converted into 
discrete-time form by first rewriting it in the general matrix form as below:
0 = [*][/] + [ L - M ] - [ i ]  + [E]
where matrices [i] and [£] are
m = [E] =
X
and the other matrices are the same as those for the one-way operation case and Ex and 
E2 are line to line emfs. This equation can first be transferred into the discrete-time 





-{[£ ]' + [£]'} -  {[/?] - 2 [L -  M]/5f } [/]'
[,] =---------[R]+ 2 l L - M V 8 t--------- - (5-27)
5.5 Dynamic Simulation of the Drive System 
for Oscillatory Operation
The previous sections explained, in detail, the modelling equations which can be 
adapted for both steady-state and transient simulation. This section concentrates on 
the application of the modelling technique for oscillatory motion including both 
steady-state and transient modes of operation and also excitation start-up from zero 
speed.
A flow chart of the simulation algorithm is given in Figure 5.14. The simulation 
run starts from zero excitation position which corresponds to the line of symmetry. 
The system equations are used so that when the excitation moves to the right from the 
line of symmetry the displacement is positive and increases as given in Chapter 3 and 
Appendix D. Excitation velocity is also positive by the effect of the positive force 
acting on the excitation. Phase emfs are calculated by taking the space derivative for 
all harmonics of the Fourier series of phase flux linkages and multiplying this 
derivative series by the instantaneous excitation velocity as explained in Chapter 3. 
The procedure involved in this algorithm is explained below:
(i) The first three blocks of the flow chart perform the preliminary initialization 
before entering the time-stepping loop. The input data are the system 
parameters such as phase and other resistances, inductances, battery voltage, 
excitation position signals, HI, H2 and H3 and left and right-hand-end sensor 
positions, ESleft and ESright and time-step length. Also included in the input 
data are phase flux linkages with end-effects and end-effect force. These are
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entered at 10 ° intervals. Phase flux linkages are then interpolated and Fourier 
series is calculated by calling a subroutine. Next a further initialization is 
done for the first time-step interval and step-start values are set to zero.
(ii) Upon entering the time-stepping loop step the variables are updated and 
equations are integrated forward in time.
(iii) The required estimate is then made for the step-end velocity and the velocity 
estimate loop is entered. The excitation position is calculated using Eqn. 5.23. 
With known excitation velocity and position, now phase emfs can be 
calculated by calling a subroutine which uses the calculated Fourier series of 
the flux linkage.
(iv) The inverter switching interval is then determined using excitation position 
and direction signals. Next the circuit mode is chosen and the corresponding 
model is solved for phase variables.
(v) Eqn. 5.20 is then executed to calculate the instantaneous electromagnetic 
force. End-effect force is also calculated here by calling a subroutine which 
uses Lagrangian interpolation in order to find the function value for the 
excitation position.
(vi) Excitation Acceleration and velocity are then calculated by Eqns. 5.21 and 
5.22 respectively. Next, the calculated velocity is compared with the 
estimated velocity. If these values agree within 0.01 % then the velocity value 
is accepted as the correct value. If, however, they do not, the velocity estimate 
is set equal to the calculated velocity and the velocity estimate loop is 
reiterated, steps (iii) to (vi) are repeated until the step-end velocity converges.
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(vii) Next a check is done for the steady-state conditions. This is necessary since it 
takes a few oscillations for the excitation to stabilize. If the steady-state 
conditions are satisfied, an initiation is executed for the data storage. The 
moment when this check is done was chosen to be the time when the direction 
signal changes from 0 to 1 while the excitation is at the right-hand-end of its 
travel. Step variables are stored into arrays.
(viii) The time iteration is repeated and the equations are integrated forward in time. 
This is done for the storage period as specified.
(ix) Next variables are printed into files.
The direction signal (DS) determination algorithm block is given in Fig. 5.15. 
This block determines the logical value of direction signal using the step-end values 
of excitation position and velocity. Its function can be understood with the help of 
Fig. 5.9. If the excitation velocity is positive and if its position is further than the 
right end-sensor (ESright), direction signal is 1, otherwise 0. If, however, the 
excitation velocity is negative and the excitation has passed (ESleft), direction signal 
is 0, otherwise 1. The excitation position signals HI, H2 and H3 are only functions of 
excitation position and together with direction signal are used to determine the 
inverter switching interval using the logical equations described in Section 5.3.1.
A flow chart of the circuit solution block where the circuit mode is defined and 
the corresponding model is solved for the current phase connection is shown in Fig. 
5.16. This algorithm can also be explained with Fig. 5.9. The first partition of the 
circuit modes is affected by determining whether it is “one-way operation” or 
“direction transients” mode. This is decided by direction signal and the excitation 
velocity. In the one-way operation mode the decision of the circuit mode is first made 
by the control of a switching interval change. If there is “ NO” change then a second 
check is performed on the off-phase current since there may have been a change in
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Figure 5.15 Flow Chart of the Direction Signal Determination Block
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a previous step and thus a third phase current may still be circulating through the 
diodes. If this is also a “ NO” then it is a one-loop circuit. If one of the checks gives 
“ YES” , it is a two-loop circuit.
In the case of “ direction transients” the circuit mode is chosen in a similar 
fashion, although this time a check is first made for the line to line voltage between + 
and 0 phases, which are defined by the switching interval. This, of course, uses the 
step-start currents and voltages for the calculations. If again both checks give “ NO” 
it is a one-loop circuit, if a “ YES” is encountered then it is a two-loop circuit.
In all four circuit modes the corresponding model is first constructed for the 
step-start values using phase variables. The model is then solved locally for the 
step-end loop currents using the related equation of Section 5.4.1. Step-end variable 
values of the model are then used to reconstruct the three-phase machine model for 
the step-end conditions. The two two-loop models are solved by a common 
subroutine. This performs matrix manipulation and, using mesh current methods, 
solves the circuit for mesh (loop) currents.
Supply voltage and the variables indicated with (ch) subscript on the three of the 
four models are determined by two subroutines simulating the current magnitude 
controller function of the driver. These subroutines primarily specify the status of the 
model supply voltage which in turn determines the other chopping-dependent 
variables. The first of these subroutines, “choptime” , simulates the normal operation 
of the driver chopper and is called by one-way operation models. The second, 
“chopnotime” , is for the “ direction transients” and called by the one-loop model 
only.
Flowcharts of these two sub-programmes are illustrated in Figs. 5.17(a) and (b). 
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Figure 5.17 Flow Charts of the Chopper Algorithms Used
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current exceeds the maximum allowable DC current level, 7^. The value of this 
current is determined by the sense resistor using
I max = 0.5/R,
an equation defined by the driver hardware [please see Appendix F]. Subroutine 
chopnotime, on the other hand, works according to the current level and chops the 
voltage as long as the current is above 7^.
Another block in the simulation program checks and initiates the steady-state 
conditions. This is given in Fig. 5.18. The block is executed when a change in 
direction signal is encountered. If the excitation is approaching the right-hand-end of 
its travel (left to right stroke) then it is the moment when direction signal changes 
from 0 to 1 which takes place once every period of excitation oscillation. The third 
control in the block involves checking the steady-state conditions and upon entering 
the following section the instant in time and the stroke are accepted as the start of the 
steady-state period.
In the simulation program calculated values were used for end-effect force, 
phase flux linkages and phase self and mutual inductances. However, measured 
values were used for the other parameters. These are phase, Rt and RtxJ resistances, 
battery voltage, mass of the moving parts and displacement values which define the 
excitation position and direction signals. These parameters are given in Table 5.7 
where nh is the maximum number of harmonics used in the Fourier series 
representation of the flux linkage and ESleft and ESright are left and right 
end-sensors which determine the direction signal. Fig. 5.19 gives the experimental 
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Figure 5.19 Measured Excitation Position Signals Used in the Simulation Program
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5.6 Experimental Verification of the System Simulation
The prototype brushless dc tubular motor was tested using oscillatory operation 
in order that a comparison could be made with the simulation results. Mechanical 
measurements were performed by measuring the total force acting on the excitation. 
This was arranged by means of a strain-gauge load-cell which was placed between the 
ground and armature with the armature isolated from the ground and floating using a 
linear bearing [Figure 5.20]. This force, measured using a digital oscilloscope, was 
then transferred to a microcomputer and from this to a mainframe computer. 
Experimental excitation velocity was then obtained by numerically integrating the 
excitation acceleration which was obtained by dividing the total measured force to the 
mass of moving parts for a complete period (excitation oscillation) and using
This is valid for oscillatory operation and states that the total displacement for a cycle 
is zero.
The position of the excitation was then calculated by further integrating the 
velocity profile in time also for a complete cycle. In order to obtain the actual 
experimental position profile a reference point whose displacement value is known is 
needed which corresponds to the integration constant in mathematical terms.
All mechanical and electrical measurements were recorded using a digital 
oscilloscope. These waveforms were then transferred to the computer and plotted 
using the same graphics software as the simulation results.
The simulation program was written in Fortran 77 for Multics and Unix 
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Figure 5.20 Experimental Set-Up Used for Mechanical Measurements
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excitation first moved to the right because of the force in that direction. It was found 
that the results were independent of the time-step length for 0.1-0.5 msec range. 
Steady-state conditions were reached after 10 oscillations using 0.5 msec time-step 
length. The results were stored and plotted for two excitation oscillations i.e. four 
strokes.
Figures 5.21, 5.22 and 5.23 show the simulated and experimental phase currents 
for the oscillatory motion. The maximum dc current level was chosen to be 0.5 A for 
this run by appropriately choosing the sense resistor. It can be observed that the 
general agreement between predicted and experimental results is good for the normal 
operation where chopping action takes place. During “ direction transients” , 
however, where currents are high, the agreement is not so good. This is partly 
because of the relatively high voltage drops across switches and simplifications made 
in the analysis. However, the overall correlation is good.
Figure 5.24 shows simulation results for the logical variables, i.e. excitation 
position signals HI, H2 and H3 and direction signal. Figure 5.25 also gives the 
experimental results for these variables. These signals, as was explained earlier, 
define the status of the inverter switches being on or off. The correlation is good 
except for HI. The reason for this is that the excitation moves further in the 
simulation results at this excitation position where the excitation is at the 
left-hand-end region and HI changes according to Fig. 5.19. The length of the 
excitation oscillation period can be clearly seen on direction signal plots. The 
simulated period is 703 msec and the experimental one is 732 msec.
Phase to neutral voltages of phases a, b and c are given in Figs. 5.26, 5.27 and 
5.28 respectively. These voltages inherently have spikes due to the switching action. 
The overall agreement is good and shows that the simulation program can be used to 
calculate phase voltages as well as other variables. It may be observed that during
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periods when the simulated voltage is zero, the experimental value, although near, is 
not. This is due to the assumption made in the analysis that phase inductances are 
equal and balanced. The difference, however, is a small one.
The predictions for the mechanical performance of the system are compared 
with the experimental results on Figures 5.29, 5.30 and 5.31. Figure 5.29 illustrates 
the total force acting on the excitation including the magnetic end-effect force with 
predicted and experimental results plotted on the same graph. Figure 5.30 compares 
the results for the instantaneous excitation velocity and Figure 5.31 for excitation 
position. It will be observed that the simulation results are reasonably accurate given 
the severe transients involved in the oscillatory operation and the assumptions made 
in the analysis.
It may be noticed that when the direction signal changes the phase currents 
reverse fast and increase to about three times the maximum dc current value allowed 
for the normal (one-way) operation. The actual value of these current peaks is 
determined by the phase emfs which are in turn proportional to the instantaneous 
excitation speed. The current control of the driver chip cannot stop these currents and 
if they exceed the maximum current value the driver is designed for, they may 
damage the driver switches. During this period (“direction transients”) the excitation 
is decelerated by the reversed electromagnetic force (reversed motor action).
The simulation program can be useful to obtain results that may not be measured 
practically. Figures 5.32(a), (b) and (c) give the phase to neutral back emfs. Figure 
5.33 shows the electromagnetic force exerted on the excitation by the armature phase 
currents i.e. motor action. The decelerating force during “ direction transients” can 
easily be seen and is about 4 times the average force produced during the normal 
operation mode. A comparison between total force of Figure 5.29 and the
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electromagnetic force of Figure 5.33 shows the impact of the end-effect force on the 
total force acting on the excitation. Figure 5.34 illustrates the logical values of the 
operation modes of the drive system. Figure 5.34(a) gives the periods when 
“ direction transients” are on, i.e. from direction signal change till the excitation is 
stopped. Figure 5.34(b) gives the periods when all three phases have currents, i.e. 
two-loop mode, in both normal operation and the “direction transients” .
It was shown in Chapter 3 that the steady-state thrust force as calculated by 
finite element analysis varies nearly sinusoidally with the force angle, i.e. the angle 
between the excitation and the armature mmfs. Figure 3.11 of Chapter 3 shows this 
force and the average force for 60 ° - 120 ° force angle interval, which is the interval 
the machine is designed for, is about 26 N at 1 A phase currents and thus 13 N at 0.5 
A. A constructive comparison can be made when this average force value is 
compared with the normal operation average value of the electromagnetic force 
obtained from the simulation program [Figure 5.33]. This average value for the 
normal operation (one-way) mode is also around 13 N for the same phase currents of 
0.5 A.
The simulation program was also used to compute the instantaneous power flow 
inside the machine. Figures 5.35, 5.36 and 5.37 give the terminal power, i.e. the 
power obtained from the battery, armature ohmic losses and machine electromagnetic 
power, which is the power the moving excitation uses, respectively. A close 
inspection of the terminal power graph of Fig. 5.35 will reveal that, during ‘ ‘direction 
transients” [Figure 5.34(a)], the battery does not supply energy to the system. The 
energy during these instants is consumed in the armature phases and the copper losses 
increase considerably, as can be seen on Figure 5.36. The energy is supplied by the 
kinetic energy of the excitation and the machine works as a generator. This can be 
observed from Figure 5.37 where the power component responsible for the input to 
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A simulation technique based on a decoupled abc phase variable model has been 
presented. The technique assumes that the three phase inductances are equal. This, 
although not true for the mutual inductances, leads to a simple machine model which 
reduces the software development and computer run times considerably.
A numerical tool is essential because of the nonsinusoidally varying parameters 
involved and the switching nature of the associated drive system. The results 
obtained from the simulation program were verified by the experimental results. The 
general agreement between these two sets of results is good. It was shown that the 
program can be used to obtain additional results which experimentally are not easily 
accessible.
The technique was used to simulate the machine performance for the oscillatory 
motion where both mechanical and electrical transients are present. This proves that 
the modelling method is capable of simulating the performance of the machine for 
any operation mode.
The dynamic performance simulation is the last stage of a computer aided design 
process which involves the design, parameter calculation and performance prediction 





OF THE TUBULAR BRUSHLESS DC MACHINE 
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapters presented a process by which the overall performance of 
the tubular brushless dc machine can be predicted and then compared this prediction 
with the test data obtained from a prototype machine. The comparison revealed a 
good agreement between the simulated and the test results which confirms the validity 
of the modelling approach. This modelling process is a useful tool in design 
optimization since it can save on development costs and speed up the design process.
However, before the relatively expensive simulations are performed a simpler 
process must be used to estimate the size of machine required for the proposed duty. 
This analytical approach is presented in this chapter.
6.2 Derivation of the Equations Used in the Optimization Procedure
The following machine specifications are predetermined in the design 
procedure:
• Neodymium-Iron-Boron (NdFeB) type magnet material is to be used. 
Excitation back iron is to be a solid bar rather than a tube.
• Saturation effects due to armature reaction are ignored.
• Armature has four blocks.
• Current density is taken to be 5 A/mm2.
• The driver for the machine is Unitrode 3620 with a maximum current 
limit of 3 A and input voltage 8 - 40 V.
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Figure 6.1 gives the machine with geometrical dimensions. Also shown on 
Figure 6.1(a) are two flux paths of the permanent magnet field. Path 1 is the path 
when half of the magnet flux passes through the armature back iron and the excitation 
core. This is the case that would always take place in the case of an infinitely long 
machine and is the minimum flux that exists in the armature and excitation back iron 
paths of the actual machine geometry. Path 2, on the other hand, is the path which 
represents the case when all magnet flux passes through the armature and excitation 
back iron regions and is the maximum flux that can exist This is particularly the case 
for the middle section of the machine and the maximum flux is lower for the outer 
parts, as shown in Chapter 3. The peak value of the sinusoidal working flux in these 
regions and thus the coils flux linkages vary between these minimum and maximum 
values according to the location of the excitation poles with respect to the armature. 
Path 2 with the upper limit will be used in the analysis.
The geometry of the excitation core can be related to the pole-pitch by using the 
continuity of the flux which states that the excitation core flux is equal to the air-gap 
flux neglecting the leakage flux. Thus taking path 2:
Bc- d l  = Vtp(dl + 2lm + 2g)nBs ...(6.1)
where Bc is the excitation core flux density
dj is the core diameter
tp is the pole-pitch
P is the ratio of the magnet width to pole-pitch
lm is the magnet length
g is the air-gap length
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Figure 6.1 Tubular Machine Geometry
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Magnet length can be expressed in terms of air-gap flux density assuming that 
the permeability of the magnet material is equal to that of free space and neglecting 
leakage flux and fringing, i.e. taking
as below
m g
. . . (6.2)
where gtff 
Ho
is the effective air-gap length
is the working point magnetising force of the magnet
is the permeability of free space.
Effective air-gap length can be calculated using Carter’s coefficient [6.1]:
f Sg+q-cQr, 
g*   ^{  5g + (1 -  a)t, -  (1 -  a ft,






where t. is the tooth-width
The amount of flux entering a tooth is equal to the magnet pole flux (right-hand 
side of Eqn. 6.1) divided by the number of teeth (or slots) in a pole hence
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(f , =  ^ tf ( d i +  2 lm +  2 g )^ B s ...(6.5)
where <]), is the tooth flux
Nt is the number of slots (or teeth) per pole
which can be expressed as
N .= ^  ...(6.6)
t,
The radial cross sectional area of a tooth for the whole circumference can be 
calculated by
A/ = a^ -(d 1 + 2/m + 2g)7t ...(6.7)
The tooth flux density can then be found using Equations 6.5 and 6.7, thus
B ,= ^ B g ...(6.8)
a  g
Taking again that all the magnet flux passes through armature backing iron, i.e. 
path 2 on Figure 6.1(a), the total cross-sectional area of armature backing iron for four
blocks must be equal to the radial cross sectional area of a tooth for the whole
circumference multiplied by the number of tooth (or slots) per pole , Ns, yielding
A^n = atp(.dl + 2l„ + 2g)K ...(6.9)
where Aarm is the total cross-sectional back-iron area of the four-block armature.
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Since the armature flux is equally shared between four blocks, that is a quarter 
of the flux passes through a quarter of the available cross section area shown hatched 
in Figure 6.1(b), the back iron height of the armature blocks can be calculated by
 4 ™--------= a t . ..(6.10)
(di + 2 4 , + 2g )n
which assumes a rectangular cross-section area for simplicity instead of the hatched 
areas on the Figure.
Slot width, on the other hand, can be expressed in terms of pole-pitch as
w>, = ( l -  a )^ - ...(6.11)
Cross sectional area of the armature winding wire can be calculated taking the 
maximum phase current the Unitrode chip can provide and the current density as 
given above, i.e.
Aw=-y- = ^  = 0.6mm2
J s D
where Aw is the wire cross sectional area
/*  is the phase current
Jt is the net slot current density.
The net slot area, on the other hand, can be found by subtracting the wall 
insulation thickness from the gross slot-area, as indicated in Figure 6.2, as below, 
following Veinott [6.2].




J 4 _  d 
4
Figure 6.2 Slot Details and Calculation of the Net Wire Area
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where ht is the slot-depth (height)
is the slot wall-insulation thicknessUU
From this the net copper area can be calculated as drawn in detail on Fig. 6.2
Ac. = + ...(6.13)
The number of turns in a coil can then be calculated by dividing the net copper 
area by the wire cross sectional area, hence
Au, 0.6
The slot current can also be calculated using
The standstill force per armature pole can now be expressed as below:
Fpp = Bf{dx + 2 lm + 2g )n • 27, .. .(6.15)
which assumes that two slot currents per pole will be contributing to the force
production which is the case with the chip at hand.
The outer diameter of the machine is
dout = dl + 2{lm + g + hs + hb) ...(6.16)





r a  V
v 2 ,
...(6.17)
Finally, the force per unit of machine volume can be calculated by
pp
p er  — Vol Vol
...(6.18)
PP
which can be maximised in the optimization procedure.
6.3 An Optimum Design Algorithm
The optimum design for a specific machine dimension can be obtained in terms 
of the other machine dimensions based on the maximum force per volume of the 
machine.
The following values are taken in the optimization process:
• Number of armature slots (or teeth) per pole [Nt] is 3
• Magnet working flux density [B J  is 0.5 T
• Corresponding magnetising force [HJ is 450 kA/m
• Peak air-gap flux density [Bg] is 0.5 T
• Iron saturation flux density [Bt, Bc] is 1.5 T
• Air-gap length [g] is 0.5 mm
• p is taken to be 0.8
Slot wall insulation thickness [ f j  is 0.5 mm.
A computer program whose flow chart is given in Figure 6.3 was written. In 
this program, all specifications mentioned previously are entered as input data. A 
pole-pitch value is then chosen. Following this a , ts> ws are calculated using Eqns. 6.8,
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Figure 6.3 Flow Chart of the Design Optimization Program
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6.6 and 6.11 respectively. Using these hb, gefn lm and d, are then computed using Eqns. 
6.10, 6.3, 6.2 and 6.1 respectively. Nc, /,, F^, d^, and are calculated using 
their respective equations above. The results are then stored and plotted against 
slot-depth and given in Figure 6.4. It will be observed from the graph that, except for 
small pole-pitches, the maximum force occurs at reasonable slot-depth values and that 
the peak flattens as the pole-pitch increases.
The program also stores dimensions of an optimum design for a particular 
pole-pitch or outer diameter and can easily be adjusted for any other.
6.4 Including the Power Conditioner Chip in the Design Procedure
Upon obtaining the optimum design based on force per volume for a particular 
dimension of the machine, the design procedure can be extended to cover the chip 
input voltage and machine output requirements. This enables the designer to obtain a 
design, for example, with a required output force, and decide the number of armature 
poles and choose another design, if necessary, to achieve this. The Unitrode 3620 
chip will again be considered here. However, another driver can easily be adopted.
The armature phase resistance can be calculated using the dimensions of an 
optimum design obtained above. For a machine with one slot per pole and phase, the 
phase resistance for an armature pole-pair is equal to the coil resistance multiplied by 
2 (two coils per pole-pair), i.e.
...(6.19)
where R^ is the phase resistance per pole-pair
p is the resistivity of copper
p  is the number of pole-pairs
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Figure 6.4 Graphs of Machine Force per Volume for Different Pole-Pitches
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and the term in brackets is the mean diameter of a coil turn. Phase voltage drop due 
to the phase resistance for a pole-pair of armature is therefore
V,„ = lpk-Rpi= 3 R p> ...(6.20)
It was given in Chapter 3 that the phase flux linkages and thus induced emfs 
vary sinusoidally with respect to the excitation position. The peak value of phase flux 
linkage waveform can be computed by multiplying the coil linkage per turn by the 
number of turns in a coil and two to express the quantity on a per pole-pair basis thus
V *  = W d W  + 2 ln + 2 g )nBg }p  .. .(6.21)








where x is the excitation displacement.
The space derivative of this sine-wave multiplied by the maximum required 
excitation speed will yield the maximum peak emf value of an armature phase, hence
^ peak(max) ^ m e a \ ^ p e a k   ^  ^ ...(6.23)
The total maximum required input voltage per phase and pole-pair can then be 
calculated by adding together the two voltages and multiplying this by two since two 
phases are supplied by the input supply at a time, thus
Vpp=2(V res +  ^peakQ nax )-} • • • ( ^ * 2 4 )
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Notice that line-to-line total emf will be less than twice the phase emf value 
since the two waveforms are separated by 120 ° phase difference. However, this is 
done for simplicity.
This voltage can be checked against the maximum voltage that can be applied to 
the driver input (8 - 40 V for Unitrode 3620). The number of pole-pairs can then be 
calculated to suit the force requirements or a different design may be chosen and the 
design procedure can be iterated accordingly.
An example can be given to verify the analysis. The optimum design for 30 mm 
pole-pitch, which was obtained in the previous section occurs at about 16 mm 
slot-depth value as can be seen from Figure 6.4. The machine dimensions and design 
parameters are given in Table 6.1. A two-pole machine constructed to these 
specifications can sustain 27.3 N force at a maximum speed of lm/s.
6.5 Conclusions
A design optimization procedure has been presented. This procedure can be 
used to design a tubular brushless dc machine for a required machine dimension 
and/or specification and is easy to implement, particularly because of the presence of 




An Optimum Design Data Set
Core Diameter : 10.3 mm
Pole-Pitch : 30 mm
Slot-Width : 7.3 mm
Slot-Height : 16 mm
Armature Back-Iron Height : 8 mm
Magnet-Length : 1 mm
Magnet-Width : 24 mm
Air-Gap Length : 0.5 mm
Effective Air-Gap Length : 1.1 mm
Outer Diameter : 61 mm
Wire Cross Section Area : 0.6 mm2
Number of Turns in a Coil : 128
Slot Current : 386 A
Force per Pole-Pair : 27.3 N
Force per Volume : 0.155 N/cc
Phase Resistance per Pole-Pair : 0.67 ohm
Peak Phase Flux Linkage per Pole-Pair : 0.127 Wb
Maximum Excitation Speed : 1 m/s
Peak Phase Back Emf per Pole-Pair : 13.34 V





The design, construction and complete computer modelling of a new class of 
power electronics fed three phase, permanent magnet brushless dc tubular machine 
has been presented. The simulation results have been verified against test results 
performed on a prototype machine. The computer modelling process involves two 
stages. The first utilizes finite element methods to calculate the static forces and the 
machine parameters. These parameters are used in the second stage to simulate the 
dynamic performance of the overall drive system by applying an abc phase variable 
machine model.
Chapter 2 investigates the formation of the brushless tubular machine geometry. 
The practical aspects of the design and construction lead to a fairly simple model 
facilitating the assembly. Magnet skewing was applied to the prototype machine to 
eliminate the unwanted tooth cogging forces instead of the more familiar slot skew. 
This step-skew proved to be a good alternative to the other technique for its ease of 
implementation and versatility.
Finite element modelling of the machine is presented in Chapter 3 by which the 
standstill forces and machine parameters were calculated. 2D representation was 
found to be sufficient provided the step skew was modelled by adding together space 
phase shifted versions of the reference segment calculations. Calculations were 
verified by comparing the results from different techniques and measurements.
Two unwanted forces exist in permanent magnet tubular machines at zero 
armature currents. These are due to tooth cogging and finite armature length effects.
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It was shown that the tooth cogging effect can be modelled by 2D finite element 
methods and eliminated by a quasi one-slot skew on the excitation. It was found that 
this force can also be eliminated by a skew of two or four slots.
The effect of magnet skewing on the parameters and forces was also 
investigated. Its effect on standstill forces, particularly on magnetic cogging forces 
mentioned above, was studied in detail in the search for a minimum total magnetic 
cogging force. Although there are indications from the 2D analysis that a two-slot 
skew would be better, a 3D finite element analysis will be necessary to investigate the 
results that this skew may bring. Therefore for the present time it can be said that a 
skew of one slot is recommended since it completely eliminates the tooth-cogging 
force and reduces the end-effect force.
Using a complete shell as the armature rather than the actual four-block 
structure, because of the 2D FE used, had no effect over the modelling process for the 
conditions investigated. However, if a high field permanent magnet material and/or 
high current loadings are used, this may give rise to an error due to higher saturation 
levels in the experimental model. This may also cause more leakage flux due to the 
air regions between the armature blocks of the experimental model. In this case it 
would be necessary to use 3D finite element methods. It may also be worth 
calculating the end-effect force and the impact of end effects on the machine 
parameters for a short-secondary machine.
Chapter 4 gives the theory of operation of classical brushless dc machines and 
goes further to explain the linear brushless machine operation. A standard rotary 
machine driver is used to produce the required variable frequency phase currents and 
the oscillatory operation necessary for linear machines. The open loop drive scheme
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is used in this study. For a machine with a longer stroke, a closed loop speed control 
system may be exploited in order to keep the maximum excitation velocity within 
specified values and to achieve constant speed.
A driver that can produce higher currents for the machine phases may be 
desirable when the machine is to drive a load. This however should be considered 
with the maximum current that the magnet material used can withstand without being 
demagnetised. Regenerative braking capabilities will also be useful, especially when 
the excitation is being decelerated at the end of its travel. Hall effect sensor 
positioning may also be improved in order to obtain the highest possible force from 
the machine. For a long excitation machine they can be placed outside the armature, 
thus enabling one to easily control their placement.
The demagnetising effect of the armature reaction was studied in detail. 
Because of the “jumping” nature of the armature field, different magnetic circuits are 
formed between armature and excitation. All these possible circuits were analysed. 
The maximum allowable armature phase current level for the magnets used was 
specified by the case with the most pronounced demagnetising effect. A magnet 
material with a higher coercive force will improve this limitation and thus make a 
better machine.
The armature reaction effect on the excitation field, which is a more familiar 
concept in dc machines, was also studied and found to cause no saturation effect in 
the machine iron parts. This is mainly because of the large effective air-gap in the 
machine due to the near unity permeability of the magnet material. However, in 
configurations involving smaller air-gaps for the armature field, such as an armature 
field orientation which does not go through magnets, this would not be valid and a 
further analysis may be necessary.
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Chapter 5 presents a computer aided analysis technique to simulate the dynamic 
performance of the machine and power conditioner. Based on the abc reference 
frame, this method uses the calculated parameters obtained in Chapter 3. System 
equations which describe both the machine and the inverter supply are solved by a 
step by step numerical method, to find the dynamic performance of the system in an 
oscillatory mode. It is shown that a complete modelling of these machines can be 
achieved.
The simulation uses a decoupled machine model which assumes equal phase self 
and mutual inductances. This is not readily possible for linear machines in general 
and therefore a coupled model may be used. However, this must be considered 
carefully as it would greatly increase the software development and computer run 
times. Also an inverter model using a lumped parameter network in which all 
transistors and diodes are present, including the phase variables may be used.
An optimization procedure based on analytical formulae is given in Chapter 6. 









This specification relates to tests carried out on test pieces made from each batch of material taken 
from normal production. The test piece has dimensions of approximately 0 35 x 12 mm.
Magnets manufactured from this material conform generally to this specification but, owing to the 
method of manufacture and to the variation in size and shape, some limits cannot always be realized, 
or indeed checked by measurement on the magnet. However, a minimum-flux test or similar test 
described in each magnet specification, can be used as a basis for performance guarantees.
COMPOSITION
Ferroxdure 330 is a strontium ferrite, the main constituent being SrFe^O ig-
MAGNETIC AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF THE TEST PIECE
Temperature of the test piece is 25 ± 2 °C unless otherwise specified.
typ. min. typ. min.
Remanence Br 370 360 mT 3700 3600 Gs
Coercivity h c B 240 225 kA/m 3000 2800 Oe
Polarization coercivity HcJ 245 230 kA/m 3100 2900 Oe
Maximum BH product <BH)max 25,5 24,0 kJ/m3 3,2 3,0 MGsOe
Magnetic flux density 
corresponding to (BH)max Bd 180 mT 1800 Gs
Magnetic field strength 
corresponding to (BH)max Hd 145 kA/m 1800 Oe
Recoil permeability Prec 1 .1 1 .1
Remperature coefficient 
of Br (-4 0  t o +200 °C) -0 ,2 %/K -0 ,2 %/°C
Temperature coefficient 
of HcJ (-4 0  to + 200 °C) 0,95 kA/m/oc 12 Oe/°C
Saturation field strength Hsat 875 kA/m 11 000 Oe
Resistivity P 104 106 Hem
Curie point 450 °C 450 OC
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Density typ. 4,65 x 103 kg/m3 (4,65 g/cm3)
Coefficient of linear expansion (20 to 300 °C) IMA 8 and //M A13 • 10‘6/K




Ferroxdure 330 is an anisotropic material, and has therefore a preferred direction of magnetization 
(Magnetic Axis), which must be shown on the magnet drawing.
QUALITY AND FINISH
The material allows magnets to be produced having a good, clean finish and appearance according to 
the appropriate visual limit samples.
TYPICAL DEMAGNETIZATION CURVE (25 °C)
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THE EXCITATION PERMANENT MAGNET POLES
The magnetiser used for the magnets are given in Figure B l. The poles are 
shaped in the form of an arc to suit the 120° span permanent magnet segments. The 
two coils each with 10 turns are connected in series. The amount of mmf required to 
fully saturate the magnets [given in App. A] was obtained by supplying the 
magnetiser from a bank of car batteries. The current level was controlled by a circuit 
breaker connected in series with the batteries.
The current that needed to saturate the magnets can be calculated neglecting the 
iron mmf drops:
pm (sat) m• L = 2 N I
where H is the saturation magnetising force of 
the permanent magnet [875 kA/m ] 
is the magnet length [ 7.37 mm ]
N is the number of turns in a coil [ 10 ]
The required current can then be calculated using above equation:
7 = 645 A
The applied current was increased by about 20 % in order to encounter the 
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B-H CURVE OF THE IRON MATERIAL USED 
IN FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING
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POSITIVE FORCE AND POSITION DIRECTION 
CONVENTIONS USED AND THE TIME-INSTANT TAKEN IN 
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OF THE ARMATURE REACTION
Permanent magnet poles on the excitation are subject to a demagnetising force 
due to the existence of the air regions. For long air-gap lengths the working point of 
magnet moves down on the demagnetisation curve. In a typical machine the air-gap 
is small and the magnets work on the upper side of the curve.
However, armature currents also have a demagnetising effect on the magnets. 
This effect may take the working point down beyond the knee of the demagnetisation 
curve and cause permanent changes in the permanent magnet magnetisation. When 
this happens the new recoil line that is created will be another line below the 
demagnetisation curve and thus the magnet will supply less excitation flux. It may 
also take the working point to the third quadrant where the magnet polarity will be 
reversed. Care, therefore, should be taken in order to prevent the magnet point being 
driven beyond the knee on the magnet BH curve.
Figure El shows all possible magnetic circuits formed by the moving excitation 
covering 0° - 180° range of the force angle 8. It can be observed that demagnetisation 
and/or remagnetisation occur either on one pole or two. Cases ii, iii and iv are only 
possible during the machine operation. The other cases are included since they are 
formed during the steady-state force measurements. However, cases i, ii and iii will 
be dealt with here as demagnetisation occurs in their magnetic configurations only.
A first order estimate will be made in this analysis. It will be assumed that mmf 
drops in the iron are negligible and that the magnet and air-gap magnetising forces are 
constant over their respective distances along the flux path taken. These paths are 




(a) Case i; 180°>8>140°
t
(b) Case ii; 140°>5>100°




(c) Case iii; 100°>5>80°
(d) Case iv; 80°>8>40°
(e) Case v; 40°>8>0°
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a) Case i: (180° > 8 > 140°)
Circuital law around the path of Figure El (a) yields
2H Jm + 2Hglg = -2NcI ...(E l)
where Nc is the number of turns in a coil
/  is the coil (phase) current
I is length





along the path, Eqn. El becomes
NJiio
B„ = -----:---------- :----  —(E4)
This equation describes the working line applicable to the demagnetisation curve of 
the magnet. The intercept of this line on the //-axis is
N J





The intercept point of the line is determined by the coil current and its slope only by 
the dimensions. A family of curves were drawn on Figure E2 taking
lm = 7.37 mm 
lg = 1.5 mm 
Nc = 150
which are the actual values of the prototype machine. It will be observed that a coil 
current above 9 A will take the working point beyond the knee and thus demagnetise 
the respective magnets.
This calculation can be carried out more directly by combining Eqn. E4 with the 
equation which represents the linear part of the demagnetisation curve as given below
Bm = l . \ v ^ n +Br ,..(E5)
where Br is the remanence of the magnet yielding
N J  B r L
it  _____________     s fE61
"  L + I A L  po  lm+ l . l l g >
which gives the total demagnetisation force acting on the magnets. Notice the first 
term on the right-hand side of the equation represents the demagnetising force of the 
armature field and the second that of the air-gap.
Along with the above constant values taking
Br = 0.37 T gives
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Figure E2 Working Lines of the Permanent Magnets at Different Armature 
Currents for Case i
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Hm = - 16629.7/ - 48963.9 A/m
which can be used to calculate the current value that corresponds to the maximum 
allowable H value on the demagnetisation curve. This H value is -210 kA/m [please 
see Fig. E2] and thus the maximum phase current that can be applied is
/_ -9 .7A
This equation type will now be applied to the other two configurations.
b) Case ii: (140° > 5 > 100°)
Assuming that the magnetising force in all air regions along the path of Figure 
E 1(b) is the same Ampere’s law applied to the path gives
H Jm+H g(2lg + lm) = -2NcI ...(E7)
Using Eqns. E2, E3 and E5 the above equation yields the following:
2N J Br 21 + ln
H = ------------ - ------------ -----------g-—  ------ ...(E8)
/„+1.1(2L + IJ  Mo /m+ 1.1(2/, + /J
This equation can be evaluated putting the values of the constants given above, hence
Hm= -15977/ - 162608.9 A/m
The maximum value of the phase current corresponding to the maximum 
demagnetising force value of -210 kA/m can then be found
/  = 2.97 A
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A phase current above this value will partially demagnetise the parts of the 
magnet that face the armature teeth which carry most of the armature flux. This is the 
most extreme case due to having one magnet pole present in the path.
As the path shown on Figure El(c) for this case is for the armature field and not 
for the permanent magnet field the two fields will be calculated separately and will 
then be combined. Taking the armature field first around the path of Figure E3(a) 
Ampere’s law gives
Here, the air-gap magnetising forces illustrated on the figure and the subscript (a) 
stands for armature. Note that this equation assumes that the permeability of the 
magnet material is equal to that of air. Magnetising force in the air-gap due to the 
armature currents can then be found using
Taking the magnet field now the circuital law applied to either of the paths 
shown in Figure E3(b) gives
for the H directions shown on the figure. Combining this equation with Eqns. E2, E3 
and E5 as done for the previous cases also yields
c) Case iii: (100° > 8 >  80°)
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Figure E3 Fields Calculated for Case iii
(a) Armature Field
(b) Excitation Field
(c) Resultant Magnetising Forces (H Shown in Positive Values)
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which represents the demagnetising force from the air-gap.
The above two forces are drawn in Figure E3(c) with their directions arranged so 
that they all have positive values. It can be observed that the left-hand side of the pole 
is subject to a demagnetising force and the right-hand side to a remagnetising force 
from the armature reaction. The maximum current can be found by combining Eqns. 
E10 and E12 to calculate the total demagnetising force acting on the left-hand side of 
the pole as below
N J Br  l±
An+ 4 HO An + 1-1^H m ( t e f i ) =  T T  —  77" ’ 7 T T T T  ...<E13)
which when evaluated for the constants and dimensions becomes
= -16911/ - 48964 A/m
and the maximum allowable phase current can again be calculated using the 
maximum allowable H value:
which is almost equal to case i.
Case ii should therefore define the limit to the phase current that can safely be 
applied to the machine phases without affecting the magnets permanently. This is 
about 3 A for the prototype machine. The normal running current that the driver chip 








Switchmode Driver For 3-Brushless DC Motors
FEATURES
•  2A Continuous, 3A Peak Output Current
•  8V to 40V Operation
• Internal High Gain Amplifier for Servo 
Applications
•  TTL Compatible Hall Inputs
• Mask Programmable Decode Logic
•  Pulse-by-Pulse Current Limiting
•  Internal Thermal Shutdown Protection
•  Under Voltage Lockout
•  15 Lead, 25W Multiwatt® Package
DESCRIPTION
The UC3620 is a brushless DC motor driver capable of decoding and driving all 3 
windings of a 3-phase brushless DC motor. In addition, an on-board current comparator, 
oscillator, and high gain Op-Amp provide all necessary circuitry for implementing a high 
performance, chopped mode servo amplifier. Full protection, including thermal 
shutdown, pulse-by-pulse current limiting, and under-voltage lockout aid in the simple 
implementation of reliable designs. Both conducted and radiated EMI have been greatly 
reduced by limiting the output dv/dt to 150V//iS for any load condition.
The UC3620 offers standard 60 mechanical degree, four-pole, hall decoding per Table 1 
Other decoding options are available via mask programming at the factory
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (Note 1)
Supply Voltage. Vc c ..................................................................... 40V
Output Current. Source or Sink
Non-Repetitive (t = lOO^sec), l o ........................................... 3A
Repetitive (80% on - 20% off; ton * 1 0 m s) .......................2.5A
DC O peration............................................................................. 2A
Analog Inputs................................................................. -0 .3  to +Vcc
Logic In p u ts ................................................................... -0 .3  to +Vcc
Total Power Dissipation (at Tc a s e  = 75°C ).............................. 25W
Storage and Junction Tem perature -40°C to +150°C
Note: 1 All voltages are with respect to ground, pin 8 Currents are 
positive into, negative out of the specified terminal.
THERMAL DATA
Thermal Resistance Junction-Case, f,c...................  3°C/W Max
Thermal Resistance Junction-Ambient, 0,a..............35°C/W Max
BLOCK DIAGRAM
TIMING V cc
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Unless otherwise stated, these specifications apply for TA = 0°C to 70°C; V c c i p i n  31 = 20V, Rt = 10k, 
Ct = 2.2nF)
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN. TYP. MAX. UNIT
Error Amplifier Section
Input Offset Voltage 1.5 10 mV
Input Bias Current -.25 -2.0 PA
Input Offset Current 15 250 nA
Common Mode Range Vcc = 8V to 40V 0 V,n-2 V
Open Loop Gain AVpin 6 = IV to 4V 80 100 dB
Unity Gain Bandwidth Tj = 25°C, Note 2 0.8 MHz
Output Sink Current Vpin 6  = IV 2 mA
Output Source Current Vp.N 6  = 4V 8 mA
Current Sense Section
Input Bias Current -2.0 -5 7/A
Internal Clamp .425 0.5 .575 V
Divider Gain .180 0.2 .220 V/V
Internal Offset Voltage .8 1.0 1.2 V
Timing Section
Output Off Time 18 20 22 MS
Upper Mono Threshold 5.0 V
Lower Mono Threshold 2.0 V
Decoder Section
High-Level Input Voltage 2.0 V
Low-Level Input Voltage 0.8 V
High-Level Input Current 10 mA
Low-Level Input Current -10 mA
Output Section
Output Leakage Current Vcc = 40V 500 mA
Vf, Schottky Diode lo = 2A 1.5 2.0 V
Vf , Substrate Diode
<CNJII_o 2.2 3.0 V
Total Output Voltage Drop lo = 2A, Note 3 3.0 3.6 V
Output Rise Time lo = 2A 150 ns
Output Fall Time lo = 2A 150 ns
Notes: 2. These param eters, although guaranteed over the  recom m ended operating conditions, are not 100% tested in production. 
3 The total voltage drop is defined as the sum of both top and bottom side driver.
U N ITRO D E CO RPO RA TIO N  • 5 FO R BES ROAO 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Unless otherwise stated, these specifications apply for Ta = 0°C to 70°C; V c c <p i n  3) = 20V, Rj = 10k, 
CT = 2.2nF)
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN. TYP. MAX. UNIT
Under-Voltage Lockout
Start-Up Threshold 8.0 V
Threshold Hysteresis 0.5 V
Thermal Shutdown
Junction Temperature 150 180 °c
Total Standby Current




REV H. Hb He Aout Bout COUT
1 1 1 0 1 H L 0
2 1 1 0 0 H 0 L
3 1 1 1 0 0 H t
4 1 0 1 0 L H 0
5 1 0 1 1 L 0 H
6 1 0 0 1 0 L H
1 0 1 0 1 L H 0
2 0 1 0 0 L 0 H
3 0 1 1 0 0 L H
4 0 0 1 0 H L 0
5 0 0 1 1 H 0 L
6 0 0 0 1 0 H L
H = HIGH OUTPUT 
L = LOW OUTPUT 
0  = OPEN OUTPUT
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The UC3620 is designed for implementation of a complete 3-4> 
brushless DC servo drive using a minimum number of external 
components. Below is a functional description of each major 
circuit feature.
DECODER
As shown in Table 1, the decoder employs a 60 mechanical 
degree hall decode schem e (others available via mask program­
ming) to decode and drive each of three high current totem pole 
output stages. A forward/reverse signal, pin 13, is used to provide 
direction. At any point in time, one driver is sourcing, one driver is 
sinking, and the remaining driver is off or tri-stated. Pulse width 
modulation is accomplished by turning the sink driver off during 
the monostable reset time, producing a fixed off-time chop mode. 
Controlled output rise and fall times help reduce electrical 
switching noise while maintaining relatively small switching 
losses.
CURRENT SENSING
Referring to Figure 1, emitter current is sensed across Rs and fed 
back through a low pass filter to the current sense pin 7. This filter 
is required to eliminate false triggering of the monostable due to 
leading edge current spikes. Actual filter values, although 
somewhat dependent on external loads, will generally be in the 
1KQ and lOOOpF range.
EMITTERS(sense
A /W
— —  c *
C U R R E N T  W AV EFO R M
Figure 1. Current Sense Filter
C O M P
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Since peak current is being controlled at all times by the  internal 
comparator, a simple voltage clamp at its negative ( - )  input will 
limit peak current to a maximum value. A fixed 0.5V internal 
clamp has been included on the UC3620, and any current spike in 
the output which generates a sensed voltage greater than 0.5V will 
immediately shut down the outputs. Actual peak current values 
may be programmed by selecting the appropriate value of Rs 
according to the formula:
Rs = 0 . 5 / I c u r r e n t  l i m i t
ERROR AMPLIFIER
A high performance, on-board error amplifier is included to 
facilitate implementing closed loop motor control. Error voltage 
generation and loop compensation are easily accom plished by 
appropriately configuring the gain and feedback of this amplifier 
To provide a larger dynamic signal range at the output of the error 
amplifier, a divide by 5 resistor network is used to reduce the error 
signal level before applying to the internal comparator. In 
addition, a one volt offset has been introduced at the output of the 
error amplifier to guarantee control down to zero current in the 
output stages. Since this offset is divided by the open loop gam of 
the feedback loop, it has virtually no effect on cllosed loop 
performance.
PROTECTION FUNCTIONS
Protective functions including under voltage lockout, peak 
current limiting, and thermal shutdown, provide an extremely 
rugged device capable of surviving under many types of fault 
conditions Under-voltage lockout guarantees the outputs will be 
off or tri-stated until Vcc is sufficient for proper operation of the 
chip. Current limiting limits the peak current for a stalled or 
shorted motor, whereas thermal shutdown will trii-state the 
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An R-C time constant on pin 9 is used by the monostable to 
generate a fixed off time at the outputs according to the formula:
To ff  = -916 Rt Ct
As the peak current in the emitters approaches the value at the 
minus (-)  input of the on-board comparator, the monostable is 
triggered, causing the outputs to be turned off. On time is 
determined by the amount of time required for motor current to 
increase to the value required to re-trip the monostable. A timing 
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U N E A R  SYNCHRONOUS TUBULAR DRIVE SYSTEM WITH 
PERMANENT MAGNET EXCITATION: Construction and Standstill 
Forces.
J  F Eastham, R Akmese 
School o f Electrical Engineering 
University o f Bath 
Bath, BA2 7AY, Avon
Abstract. T he development o f a linear synchronous tubular drive system  
is described. The standstill forces, including cogging, longitudinal end effect 
and electromagnetic are investigated. Both 2D finite element and practical 
results are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Most of the tubular linear machines which have been constructed to date have used 
the induction principle. However, because of the increase in magnetising current 
with size the performance o f induction machines is limited in small sizes. This 
limitation can be overcome by using machines which can be alternatively considered
as either linear synchronous motors fed from a variable frequency supply or
electronically commutated dc machines.
Synchronous machines can be brushless if the excitation is obtained from  
permanent magnets. Both this feature and the availability o f improved permanent 
magnet materials has given rise to their increased usage in machines. Both rotary
and linear types a re(l) o f interest.
ROTARY BRUSHLESS MACHINES
The usual form of rotary brushless machine is shown in figure 1. This has a
permanent magnet rotor and a three phase stationary armature winding. 
Commonly Hall effect sensors are used to detect rotor position and thus control a 3 
phase inverter which in turn supplies the armature winding. Since the coil currents 
are switched at fixed positions relative to the excitation the electromagnetic effect of 
a d.c machine is produced.
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LINEAR TUBULAR MACHINE CONSRUCTION
Tubular machine geometry can be best explained by subjecting rotary machine 
geometry to topological changes, following Laithwaite(^) on induction machines. If the 
rotor and the stator o f the machine shown, in Fig 1 is cut along a radial line, AB, 
and unrolled a flat linear machine is obtained. This is shown in end view in figure 
2 and in developed form in figure 3. If this flat linear machine is now rolled up so 
that lines AB and CD join the tubular form emerges as shown in figure 4. The 
magnets become radially magnetised cylindrical shells and the armature coils simple 
circles without end-tum s.
B
Fig 1. A rotary brushless permanent 
magnet machine.











Fig 3. Developed form of flat p.m. 
machine.
Fig 4. Tubular p.m. motor.
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This transformation, however, is not quite enough to construct a practical 
machine. Two difficulties must be overcome first, a lamination system must be 
devised that allows for both axial and radial flux paths and secondly a method for 
armature coil insertion must be conceived. One solution is shown in figure 5. Here 
the machine is transformed into a four blocked structure each block of which is 
formed from an axially laminated stack transversely shaped into an arc of a cylinder. 
The laminations have open slots so that the armature coils can be pre-positioned on 
a mandrel and the blocks pushed over them.
The machine is modified further in order to eliminate unwanted tooth-cogging forces 
due to the stator teeth and permanent magnet field. As is shown later, the period 
of this force is one slot-pitch and it can be eliminated by either a stator slot skew 
of one slot pitch for the whole circumference or by using a corresponding skew on 
the permanent magnet rings.
armature







Fig 5. End view of the practical 
machine.
TUBULAR MACHINE ARMATURE SUPPLY TECHNIQUES.
Essentially the same system is used as in the rotary form of machine. Hall effect 
sensors are placed on the stator teeth at 120° intervals. .These produce the signals 
shown at H p  H 2 and H 3 on figure 6 and are combined to turn on the inverter 
transister switches SI to S6 as indicated on the figure.













Fig 6. (a) Basic inverter, (b) Hall
signals with corresponding 
switching pulses.
A PRACTICAL MODEL
A short-stator prototype linear tubular motor with two poles on the stator and four 
poles on the rotor has been constructed. An armature winding with one coil per 
pole and phase has been used for simplicity. The rotor is step skewed as shown on 
fig 7 this is a good approximation to the ideal progressive skew. The approximation 















A smart-power chip, Unitrode 3620, was used as the driver. It includes a 
three phase inverter with a current amplitude limiter and a Hall effect signal 
decoder.
FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING
Two axisymmetric finite element (FE) models using a 2D code have been used, the 
first one shown, in figure 8, has one pole and is used to calculate the tooth cogging 
force and the electromagnetic force due to stator currents. The other model shown 
in Fig 9, is a model o f the actual machine and is used to calculate the end-effect 
force due to the finite length of the machine. The rotor cannot be modelled strictly 
by a 2D method because of the skew. However in each of the models the 
permanent magnets were first modelled with a simple ring and an approximation to 
the skewed results obtained by adding together suitably phase shifted versions.
Fig 8. 1-Pole FE Model
STAND-STILL FORCE PRODUCTION
As most applications for actuators involve very low speeds the standstill force 
performance of the system is of most interest. The results of an investigation is 
presented below.
- 2 2 2 -
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Fig 9. Full FE Model
Tooth cogging forces
The 2D finite element results are shown in figure 10. It will be observed that the 
space period of the force from the reference segment is 60° or one slot pitch.
Hence adding in the forces due to the other segments at ± 2 0 °, a virtual one slot
skew, gives a practically zero resultant. This predicted lack of cogging force was
confirmed by the practical model.
End effect force
With zero stator current the end effect force shown in figure 11 was measured. This
force is due to the finite length of the stator. It can be predicted using the full
machine finite element model (figure 9) as indicated. The space period of this force 
is about 180° or one pole pitch and would require a skew of 3 slot pitches for
cancellation.
Electromagnetic Thrust Force
The electromagnetic thrust force was measured with the supply frozen at one 
particular instant of time (ir positive iy negative, i^ zero) for various displacements 
of the rotor from the position of symmetry and at a number of armature currents 
(Figures 12 and 13). It was confirmed that the results could be calculated from the 
finite element models by combining the results for the electromagnetic force from
the one pole model (figure 8) with those from the full machine model (figure 9).
This is of course only possible if saturation effects are not important. 
However, this is often the case in this form of machine, because of the large
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Fig 10. Calculated tooth cogging due 
to three p.m. segments and 
resultant force for 20-deg. 
Skewing.
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Fig 11. End -  effect force.
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Two unwanted forces exist in permanent magnet tubular machines at zero armative 
current. These are due to tooth cogging effects and finite stator length effects. It is 
shown that the tooth cogging effect can be modelled by 2D finite elem ent methods 
and eliminated by a quasi one slot skew on the rotor. The end effect force has 
again been modelled and the results confirmed experimentally but a practical machine 
with sufficient skew to eliminate the effect remains to be investigated.
It is shown that for the conditions investigated it is possible to superpose the 
separate calculated forces to produce a composite force that agrees with practice.
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DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF A BRUSHLESS 
DC TUBULAR DRIVE SYSTEM
R. Akmese J.F. Eastham 
School of Electrical Engineering, University of Bath
Claverton Down, Bath,
Abstract
The paper describes the computer aided analysis of the 
iynamic performance of a tubular linear machine system with 
jermanent magnet excitation. Finite element techniques are used 
fi find both the machine parameters and the magnetic cogging 
iorces. These forces include not only the conventional tooth 
logging force apparent in both linear and rotary machines but 
ilso a force unique to permanent magnet linear machines due to 
he finite length of the stator.
System equations, which describe both the machine and the 
■verier supply, are solved by a step by step numerical method, 
ho find the dynamic performance of the machine in an oscillatory 
inode.
The work is verified by experimental results obtained from a 
■practical model.
Introduction
Most of the tubular linear machines which have been 
jonstructed to date have used the induction principle. However, 
because of the increase in magnetising current with size the 
jerformance of small induction machines is limited. This is 
tecause the magnetising current which gives the excitation, is 
inversely proportional to (pole-pitch)2 and hence the force 
producing rotor current becomes a smaller fraction of the input 
current as the size of an induction machine is reduced. The
imitation can be overcome by using machines with permanent 
magnet excitation. These must be electronically commutated in
ihe brushless form. A description of one configuration has 
Appeared in the recent literature [1,2]. This has a different 
magnetic circuit arrangement to the one used for the practical 
model described in this paper and only the measured performance 
]ii described.
Due to both the non-sinusoidal space distribution of the 
nmfs involved in brushless DC machines and to the 
toon-sinusoidal currents, the classical two-axis theory can give only
approximate results. Hence the first papers [3,4] on modelling
used a numerical approach to calculate the electrical and
imechanical performance of the system. This technique was based 
on the abc reference frame with no transformation involved. It
tombined the machine and the power electronic circuitry to model 
Ihe switching nature of the system in the time domain. This
jmulation technique was also used by other authors for
iteady-state and transient calculations [S,6],
All of these studies, however, simulated the rotary permanent 
.magnet machine and there is an absence of published work on 
jlhe performance of linear versions. Yamamoto analysed the
[starting characteristics of a flat type permanent magnet pulse
‘driven machine using equivalent magnetic circuits and analytical
[expressions for one-way motion [7]. Yoshida simulated the
[performance of a flat-type long stator linear synchronous motor 
linalytically using per phase equivalent circuits [8]. However, the 
[simulation is based on a preset duty-cycle and does not include 
Ihe phase variables and the dynamic performance of the system.
A Practical System
.
The Tubular Motor : Construction and Cogging Forces
The practical machine shown in Figure 1 has been 
constructed. It is a short-stator type with two poles on the
stator and four on the rotor [9]. The stator has four laminated 
blocks and uses open slots. This facilitates construction; the 
blocks can be assembled over the six circular stator coils which 
ire connected in the conventional sequence. The rotor is 
step-skewed in order to eliminate unwanted tooth-cogging forces.
Avon, BA2 7AY, UK.
Stator Coils









Fig. 1. The practical machine
It will be observed from the figure that three segments each 
spanning 120° are arranged around the periphery to form one
pole of the machine. These are radially magnetised. The total 
effective skew required is one stator slot pitch. Thus, given that 
the slot spans 60°, the segments must be displaced by i 20° from 
a central reference segment. It was verified that this system 
produces zero cogging force by means of both finite-element 
analysis and practical tests. A 2D finite element model describing 
one pole of the machine was used to calculate the force from the 
reference segment. Hence ±20° space phase shifted version of
this could be added together to yield the total force for the 
stepped rotor machine. This is, of course, an approximation and 
it would be better to use a 3D finite element model. However, 
this would considerably increase the computer time required and 
the simpler technique gave good results.
Tooth cogging forces are present in both rotary and linear 
machines. However, linear machines with permanent magnet 
excitation also have cogging forces due to their finite length. 
This was modelled using the 2D technique that has just been 
described, but the finite element model was for the whole
structure rather than one pole. Figure 2 illustrates the results
and compares them with experiment. It will be observed that the 
force is roughly sinusoidally distributed and has a wavelength 
equal to one pole pitch. Skew could again be applied to reduce 
this force but was not attempted for this machine. Hence end 
effect force has to be taken into account in the modelling process 
whereas tooth cogging has been eliminated and can be ignored.
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The machine was supplied by a smart power integrated
circuit, the Unitrode 3620. This is a brushless DC motor driver 
capable of supplying the three phases of the tubular machine. It 
comprises a Hall signal decoder, a three phase transistor inverter 
with free-wheeling diodes and a current magnitude limiter. The 
Hall effect sensors are placed on the stator teeth at 120°
intervals (2 slot pitches) to give rotor position signals suitable for
the chip decoder. In order to first facilitate transient testing of 
the system and, secondly, to investigate some potential 
Itpplications, the machine was set up in an oscillating mode. 




In order to simulate the machine the electrical parameters 
were calculated. This was achieved by finite element techniques 
using the 2D whole machine model mentioned above.
The parameters required are the self and mutual inductances 
of the stator winding and the flux linkage profile of the stator 
phases due to the permanent magnet field. This latter quantity 
J yields the phase back emfs. These calculated quantities are 
compared with practical measurements in Table 1 and Figure 3. 
It will be observed that the agreement is reasonable given the 
approximations of the 2D finite element used. Table 1 gives 
only single values for inductances since, in these machines, stator 
inductance does not change with rotor position. This is because 
the relative permeability of the permanent magnet material is very 
close to unity and hence the magnetic gap is constant.
Simulation Technique
The parameters calculated above were used in the system 
electrical equations. These are shown in the general matrix form 
below:
[v] -  [r] [ i ]  -  d_
dt -IN] + d_ dx X v
where R is the phase resistance
L is the inductance
X is the phase flux linkage
x is the rotor displacement
v is the instantaneous rotor velocity
The equations can be simplified by a decoupling procedure 
[4]. This makes the assumption that the self and mutual phase 
inductances are equal. The process leads to the equivalent circuit 
model given in Figure 4, in which the terms ea, e^, ec are back 
emfs corresponding to the last term of the equation above. This 
simplified model considerably reduces the computer costs of the 
simulation.
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Fig. 3. Phase back cmf coefficient
Fig. 4. The decoupled machine model
A mechanical equation is required which relates acceleration 
to the total force acting on the rotor. This total force may be 
found by adding the end effect force (Fencj) mentioned above to 
the electromagnetic force Fem = [i] d/dx [X] and the mechanical 
equation becomes:
Fem + Fend “ M dy 
dt
where M is the mass of the moving parts.
The system equations were solved numerically using a step 
by step technique. The predictions are compared with 
experimental results on Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8. It will be 
observed that the predictions are reasonably accurate given the 
severe transients involved in the oscillatory motion and the 
assumptions made in the analysis.
Conclusions
A computer aided analysis technique to model the dynamic 
performance of tubular brushless machines has been described. It 
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Oscillating P C  Brushless Linear Motor Supplied bv a Power Integrated Circuit
by Professor J.F . Eastham, DSc, FEng, FRSE and R. Akmese, BSc
Introduction
Rotary dc brushless machines are used for a variety o f purposes, for example 
computer tape and disk drives. Linearised versions of these machines are possible, and 
like many of their contempory rotary counterparts, they can be supplied by a power 
integrated circuit (PIC). Some useful potential applications such as plotters and heart 
pumps (1) require oscillatory motion and the PIC can be controlled in an appropriate 
manner.
The development of the linear tubular machine
The geometry o f a tubular dc brushless machine can be adduced by subjecting the 
conventional rotary machine to a number o f topological changes. Fig. 1 shows a 12 slot 
four pole rotary dc brushless machine. The excitation is provided by permanent magnets, 
the armature current is obtained from a variable frequency source which is phase-locked  
onto the rotor position. The signals for this are obtained from Hall effect field detectors 
in the machine gap.
As a first topological change, the machine is cut along the radial line A -B  and 
unrolled. This forms the structure o f Fig. 2 where Fig. 2a is a side view and Fig. 2b a 
plan. From this flat linear version a second transformation produces the tubular motor by 
rolling up the flat machine about its longitudinal axis. It will be noted that in this 
process the lines AB and CD become coincident which means that the "end-turns" o f the 
coils are eliminated and the machine winding is formed from simple circular coils in a 
plane at right angles to the machine axis. Fig. 3 shows 3 views o f a complete practical 
tubular machine. It will be noted that the armature iron has been formed from four 
separate blocks. This both makes the construction easier and improves the machine 
cooling since it exposes sectors o f the armature coils.
The permanent magnets forming the excitation are step skewed to avoid tooth cogging 
forces.
Power Electronic supply for the armature
The power electronic supply required is an inverter controlled by rotor position 
detection. A  Unitrode smart power integrated circuit is used for this. It comprises a 
Hall effect decoder, transistor inverter and current limiter (2).
The Hall effect devices used for excitation position sensing are placed on the 
armature teeth o f the top block at 120° intervals and detect the reference segment 
position (Fig. 3). They produce the digital signals shown as H I, H2 and H3 on Fig. 4b. 
These signals are then decoded by the decoder to produce the waveforms shown at T1 to 
T6 on Fig. 4b. These are in turn used to control the transistor switches o f the inverter 
(shown at Fig. 4a) which produces the three phase currents o f the armature winding. 
These are also shown on the figure in idealised form.
The electromagnetic thrust force production of the machine and power conditioning 
system can be explained by examining the relationship between the distribution o f the 
permanent magnet mmf, and the armature mmf produced by the injected phase currents. 
In order to obtain maximum thrust force from the machine, the force angle 5, between 
excitation and armature mmfs, must be kept as close to 9 0 °  as possible throughout the 
machine operation. However, as can be observed from the current waveforms of Fig. 4b, 
the phase currents stay fixed in space for 60°, which is the switching period length, while 
the excitation moves. One practical solution to this is to make the switching period take 
place while the force angle changes between 120° and 60°. This is done by placing the 
Hall effect sensors with respect to the armature phases in the correct position.
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T he operation of the basic brushless drive system can be explained by the interaction 
between armature currents and permanent magnets. For the excitation position shown in 
Fig. 5a, Hall sensors H I, H2 and H3 will read 1, 0 and 0 respectively from the spacial 
distribution of the reference permanent magnet mmf. This Hall signal combination 
corresponds to the switching period 5 as shown in Fig. 4b. The instant is marked as #1  
on the figure and makes the inverter switches T4 and T5 switch on for the direction of
motion of interest. This produces three phase currents ia, i^ and ic with signs - ,  0 and
+ respectively, causing the stator current and mmf distribution shown in Fig. 5a. As a 
result o f excitation and armature mmfs' interaction, the excitation moves in the right 
direction. These currents stay fixed in time and space while the excitation moves until
the end of switching period 5, which is marked as # 2 (~ ) on Fig. 4b. The force angle
between excitation and armature axes at this instant is 60° (Fig. 5b). At position #2(+ )  
the Hall signal combination changes to 1, 1 and 0 as a result o f sensor H2 being under
the field o f a north pole magnet, giving rise to a switching change and making ia, i^  and
ic 0, -1  and 1 respectively and to a current distribution as shown on Fig 5c. At this
m oment, armature mmf suddenly "jumps" 60° forward in space changing the force angle
from 60° to 120°. In this new switching interval and fixed armature current and mmf 
placement, the excitation continues to move on, reducing the force angle from 120° down 
to 60 ° where it again becomes 120° due to another switching change. This results in a 
stator mmf which takes 60° discrete jumps.
The magnitude of the force exerted on the moving rotor is proportional to the 
product o f excitation and armature mmfs and the sine o f the angle 5 between their axes. 
Excitation mmf is constant due to the permanent magnet poles and armature mmf is
proportional to the magnitude of the current flowing in its winding. Therefore the 
electromagnetic thrust force is a function of the armature currents and force angle 6.
The current magnitude control is accomplished by sensing the voltage drop across the 
sense resistor, Rg, and feeding it to the voltage comparator of the chip which compares 
this voltage with a predetermined reference voltage. The output o f this comparator is fed 
into a monostable multivibrator which controls the o n -o ff states o f the bottom transistors 
o f the three inverter legs. When the voltage signal from the sense resistor exceeds the 
reference voltage, bottom transistors are switched off and the inductive phase currents 
circulate through the conducting upper transistor and a free-wheeling diode. The off-tim e  
o f the monostable is determined by appropriately choosing a timing capacitor and a
resistor which are connected to the timing input of the chip. Current magnitude can 
consequently be controlled by the proper selection o f Rg.
Direction control for the oscillatory operation
The previous section detailed the basic principles on which the brushless machine 
operation is based. This involves only unidirectional motion. Reverse direction for the 
oscillatory operation can be obtained by applying reverse currents, at a rotor position, to 
those shown in the previous section.
A  simplified block diagram of the oscillatory operation of the drive systems is given
in Fig. 6. In addition to the driver chip and the tubular motor with Hall sensors for
rotor position sensing, it has two additional sensors for travel-end sensing.
Table 1 shows the 60° Hall decoding used for the oscillatory operation o f the system.
The digital Forward/Reverse input of the driver chip is used for the direction control 
by combining it with the other three Hall effect signals to determine the switching 
position, i.e . the phase current directions of the inverter. The direction signal (DS) was 
obtained by using two additional Hall effect sensors, end sensors (ES), as a basis of 
end-stops [Fig. 6]. These sensors, one on the left o f the stator and one on the right,
are placed on the extensions of the armature frame which holds the four blocks together
and are on the line of the reference pm segment travel. They detect the existence of
pms in the same way as the other Hall sensors do, reading 0 when their marked side sees
a south pole and 1 a north pole or no field. They read the fields o f the left and
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rightmost segments. Since the leftmost segment is a south pole and the rightmost a north 
pole, the marked side of ESleft faces the excitation and the unmarked side o f ESright. 
This is done in order to get the same response from the sensors.
The outputs o f these sensors are fed into a 1-b it memory latch as shown in Fig. 7
as inputs. This memory uses two TTL NAND logic gates and is made necessary by the
need for a memory device which can hold the last reading o f the sensor-pair after the 
excitation has reached an end and reversed. The way the direction control works can be 
explained by the help of Tables 1 and 2. Suppose that the end-sensors do not see any 
magnet when the system is switched on (the excitation is in the middle of its travel), then 
both sensors will be high (1). The Q output of the latch will also be 1. Taking the 
excitation position to be the same as that in Fig. 5a where one-w ay motion is explained, 
position signals H I, H2, H3 will be 1, 0, 0 respectively. According to Table 1, these 
direction and position signals will give rise to phase currents with the directions +, 0, -  
for ia , ijj and ^  respectively. This will move the excitation to the left, that is in the 
reverse to Fig. 5a. The excitation continues to move in this direction with phase 
sequence bac in the way explained in the previous section until the left end-sensor detects 
the left-hand end south pole. At this point it becomes 0 , making the latch output 0 as 
shown in Table 2. This change in the direction signal demands reversed phase currents 
to those just before the DS change, making the excitation move towards the right. When
it moves in this direction, the left end-sensor becomes 1 again as the magnet at the
left-hand end o f the excitation moves away from the sensor. But the latch output stays 
the same; thus the excitation carries on in the right-hand direction. This goes on until 
the right end-sensor detects the right-hand end segment and DS becomes 1 when the 
excitation is first decelerated by the reversed electromagnetic forces then accelerated in the 
left-hand direction.
This simple technique, however, should be used with care as, in the case o f high 
excitation speeds, the transient currents which are driven by the phase back em fs can be 
very high. Since these currents circulate through diodes and phases, they cannot be 
limited by the chips protection circuitry and can be dangerous for the switching devices.
System Modelling
The machine exhibits two forms o f cogging force. The first o f these, due to the 
teeth, has been reduced to zero by the step skew process. The second cogging fence is 
due to the finite length of the stator and it has been shown (3) that this force is roughly 
sinusoidal with excitation position and of 1 pole pitch in period. These cogging fences 
were predicted by a finite element analysis and good agreement was obtained. The FE 
model was also used to predict the parameters needed to model the system, that is the 
self and mutual reactances between phases and the induced back em f profiles. These 
parameters were used in the system equations:
Electrical
d








F  -  M —  
dt
where
R is the phase resistance 
L is the inductance 
X is the phase flux linkage
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x is the excitation displacement 
v is the instantaneous excitation velocity 
F is the total force acting on the excitation 
M is the mass o f the moving parts.
A  step by step method was employed to solve these equations (*) and a sample 
result for the phase currents is shown in Fig (8).
Conclusions
The operation o f an oscillating brushless tubular motor system driven by a power 
integrated circuit has been described. It is shown that the system can be modelled by a 
method which combines FE analysis with circuit analysis.
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Fig. 1. A rotary dc brushless machine
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Table 1. Signal coding used in ihe oscillatory operation
Direction
Signal(DS) HI H2 H3
Switching
Interval K h K
1 1 0 1 1 + - 0
1 1 0 0 2 + 0 -
1 1 1 0 3 0 + -
1 0 1 0 4 - + 0
1 0 1 1 5 - 0 +
1 0 0 1 6 0 - +
. 0 1 0 1 4 - + 0
0 1 0 0 5 - 0 +
0 1 1 0 6 0 - +
0 0 1 0 1 + - 0
0 0 1 1 2 + 0 -
0 0 0 1 3 0 + -
DS=1; Phase Sequence=bac; Excitation Direction=left 
DS=0; Phase Sequence=abc; Excitation Direction=right







middle 1 1 1 left
left 0 1 0 right
left 1 • 1 0 right
right 1 0 1 left
right 1 1 1 left
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